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A B S T R AC T . In this dissertation we deal mainly with the 
problem of metastability in statistical mechanics. In Chapter I 
we review the analytic aspects of metestability. Taking stabil­
ity as the basic concept Sewell defined metastable states to be 
those states which are locally but not globally stable. For a 
hard core continuous system the pressure functions of the me­
tastable state is found to be the real analytic continuation in 
the chemical potential of the pressure for the equilibrium phase 
In Section 2 we present the result of Landford and Ruelle show­
ing the impossibility, in a model with short range forces, of 
the existence of metastable states. Langer Vs method using the 
Mayer series expansion ends this section. We also discuss two 
descriptions of metastability based on eigenvalue degeneracy.
In Chapter II we describe the dynamic aspects of metasta­
bility. A"restricted ensemble" is defined and it is proved that 
the escape rate can be made very small. By using the Becker- 
Dôring set of equations it is shown that the behaviour of the 
system is governed by a "slow mechanism" if the state is a point 
in the restricted ensemble. We provide a rigorous version of 
the Boltzmann-factor approximation to the expected number of
N-particle clusters m„. Similar results are shown to hold inN
a special case of an Ising model and in a hard core continuous 
model.
In Chapter III we work with a continuous model and ob­
tain an approximation to m„ which is equivalent to the oneN .
obtained in Chapter II; by making reasonable assumptions we 
present an expression for m^ =^ in agreement with the results 
of nucléation theory.
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. I NTRODUCTI ON . .
One of the outstanding problems in statistical mechanics 
is the rigorous description of metastable states. The problem 
arises in a wide variety of contexts and in order to summarize 
the essential features we shall present the following systems 
which are known to posses states falling under the category of 
being metastable.
Pig. 1.1 shows the standar form, in the Van der Waals- 
Maxwell theory, of isothermal below the crirical temperature
Fig. 1.1 The full curve represents the stable states, 
the broken curve those states that are metastable, and 
the dotted curve the unstable states.
The stable equilibrium state corresponds to the contin­
uous line ABCDFG with the horizontal line (Maxwell's construe 
tion) BD drawn so as to make the areas BCD. and DBF equal. 
However, if the vapor phase is suppressed the liquid phase AB 
can be continued as a metastable extension as far as E where 
It ceases to be stable. Points C and E trace out "spinodal 
lines" ■when the temperature is altered.
iogrijyig^ai- ti.i.i.irfi'àfcj
The magnetic analogue of this phenomenon is illustrated 
in Pig. 1.2 with the magnetic field instead of the pressure 
and the magnetization instead of the density. It is instruc­
tive to look at the above picture in terms of the Helmholtz 
free energy as a function of magnetization. The stable phase 
corresponds to the "two tangent line" BF and the spinodal 
line to points of inflection..
M
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Fig. 1.2 Stable and metasta­
ble states in the classical 
picture of a ferromagnet. The 
states correspond to : 
full curve, stable; 
broken curve, metastable ; 
dotted curve, unstable.
If we turn back to the liquid-vapor transition as studied 
in the Van der Waals-Maxwell theory we see that the graph relat­
ing the Helmholtz free enrgy per unit volume to the density 
looks the same as the graph in Fig. 1.3 with the density play­
ing the role of independent variable.
These graphs suggest that underlying these phenomena 
there must be something common to not only these processes but 
to a whole variety. The purpose of this thesis is to review the 
attempts taken in order to build a rigorous theiVry of metasta­
bility. Such theory should describe. once defIned what a me-
tastable state, how the state is reached and how it decays. 
This decay takes place by means of the nucléation and growth 
of some characteristic disturbance within the metastable sys-
■ ■ tem. , ■ ■
M(p)
Fig. 1.3 Helmholtz free energy of a classical ferro­
magnet (or fluid) . The states correspond to : full
curve, stabe; broken curve, metastable; dotted curve,unstable
Figs. 1.2 and 1.3 suggest a metastable state can be 
described in terms of thermodynamic functions obtained from 
the extrapolation of the nearby stable states. The problem 
remains in justifying that such extrapolation can be made and 
that it describes metastable states. The analytic aspects of 
the theory are reviewed in Chapter I.
But metastability is the manifestation of a dynamic 
phenomenon and the static methods described in Chapter I fail 
to account for features like spinodal decomposition and the 
rate of decay from the metastable state. In Section 1 of Chap­
ter II we deal with a dynamic description of a lattice gas
whose particles were assumed to obey the Kawasaky dynamics.
In Section 2 , and following the method of Penrose and Lebowitz 
used in the preceding section , we see how the existence of 
metastable states was proved, firstly on an Ising spin system 
and secondly on a continuous model. In both cases Minlos and 
Sinai *s technique for defining clusters is used along with the 
assumption that a master equation governs the dynamics of the 
system.
In Chapter III we work with a continuous model and 
obtain an approximation to the expected number of N-particle 
clusters (m^ ) which is formally equivalent to the one obtain­
ed by Penrose and Lebowitz for the lattice gas. This expres­
sion is in agreement with the one used in nucléation theory
if we assume the replacement factor P  to-be equal to m-1
That such result is obtained gives support to the idea that, 
at low densities, -T* should equal
h5ftc--5 or r:sTteirrry .
S e c t i o n  1i S T A B I L I T Y  "  ' I't
V starting with the obvious demand that thermodynamics
must apply to metastable states, these are defined as those
. ■■ ■■_ . . *
states whose free energy exceeds the corresponding minimum
value determined by the existing physical constraints.
A formalism that basically is different from the one 
developed by Penrose and L e b o w i t z ^ ^ h a s  been introduced 
by Sewell in a series of papers where stability is the property 
that will characterize metastable states ' . Such approach 
is more profound than what it seems at first glance. It implies 
using tha algebraic approach to statistical mechanics and this 
ultimately means moving along a path intended to put the theory 
under solid mathematical foundations.
Stability can claim a place of its own in the descrip»» 
tion of physical phenomena in general and with a particular im­
portance when departures from equilibrium is the subject.This 
happens because even though we can construct aesthetically 
beautiful theories they mainly reproduce highly idealized sit­
uations inasmuch only non-changing dynamical laws are beingused. 
It is a fact that alterations to the dynamical law during ex­
perimentation will come from the presence of contamination as 
well as from our imperfect knowledge of the law; thus, in order 
to allow for experimental reproducibility we can not remain 
restricted to theories that break under slight modifications 
of the dynamics. Of course we do not expect them to remain un­
changed for a perturbation that is too strong or global in char­
acter, or if it takes place while the parameters take values as­
sociated to phase transitions. In view of this we shall
deal only with local and infinitesimal» changes to the dynamical 
Xaw
It might be thought that physical intuition is the only 
reason why stability appears in the theory, but the striking 
fact is that it also plays a role in uniquely defining the 
equilibrium states of the systems, singling out among the pos­
sible solutions the one with the special property of being a 
Gibbs m e a s u r e ^ ^ . This is important since if somehow 
metastability can be related to Gibbs states this will provide 
a great deal of the desired coherence within the framework of 
statistical mechanics as a general theory describing both the 
equilibrium and the non-equilibrium situations.
GLOBAL AND LOCAL S T A B I L I T Y
The first step taken by Sewell in describing metastabil­
ity was to consider a caracterization of equilibrium states in
terms of a variational principle involving the free energy of 
( 2 3 1 2 1 3 )the system ' ' / . In what follows preference will be given
to the ideas defining our idealized physical system and the 
method to deal with its description; since rigour in the mathem­
atical apparatus can obscure the treatement, by deviating the 
attention, it will not be fully exposed keeping the references 
as the best sources of information about this aspect of the 
theory.
The system under treatement is the Vein der Waals fluid 
(8 ' 9 » 1 0 ,11 ) ^ ^  hard core continues system.
I will keep the notation used in Sewell-s a r t i c l e .
■Let. ffl, TL, IR.^, denote the usual sets, namely the
real line, integers,positive reals , p^s. integers and the 
complex plane respectively. • '
z: iIS  an assembly of mutually interacting identical cla 
sioal particles (with hard cores) in T (an Euclidean space).
^  is the set of partcle configurations for Z  ,ie.
3 %  S  (  X e G  (T) I dcijt') ^ i' t] é x j
where is the family of subsets of T  , c/ the Euclidean
' . ■ ■ 
metric and L the hard core diameter.
If A (o r  B ) stands for the bounded open (or closed) 
subsets of T  and
A u y } = { x6 JL I r^ ( X n oc) yj}
= t ^   ^%  I /Vl %
then %  will be equipped with the topology generated by the * 
subsets
I  Aa:yi  ^ Apy) 1 ex' é A, /5 & 8^ ^  ^  jf
The state space /2 of Z1 is the set of Radon probability
measures on X  and will stand for the set of translational- 
ly invariant elements of _/Z ,
If 6 /4 (of X(T(^ ) is defined to be.
I X e I X c oc Cor cX c) j .
then for each ' there is a Radon probability measure
s-
<or Cüct^ ) defined on-'%^^ (or ) by , - *; • ;k '
■ " 00,^ f £<j = J  £(, (ko ot; o'w(x) ¥■ fcL ^~Ç-
with the obvious substitutions for (-fcic) '^CX.^jis
the set of all real valued bounded continuous functions on "Z ,
Let ^  be a translationally invariant interaction. Two 
sets of such interactions will be used, each set defined in 
terms of the norm its members satisfy :
éi -s ,./ //çi.//= X  / v w /  for d(: fn'p(y)
The hamiltonian function will then be given by
in terms of which the energy density functional xC I JZ^—  ^^  
can be defined as
...............
yCX ( LO)
ûC — ? ®o
with the limit taken in Fishers sense^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .
By analogy to the well known thermodynamical expression, 
the free energy density functional ^ > //^  at temper­
ature -O will be given by
. ^ .yM - ^  J . .: r h'-y:/yyK::
: where s : /R U  I- -6] i, the entropy density func-
, . t onal .
: y x ^  -x) /=< ;
where /°^ / is the Lebesgue measure of (X, , the limit is
taken in Fisher's sense and Sec is' the entZpy functional
- _ :Sc<;
V  : ,,
i - cD OThrfMist. -
In here stands for the Radon derivative
Ih sum, it can be said the free energy density { ^
of the closed system is defined as the infinite volume limit 
of that induced by on a finite closed system of mutual­
ly interacting particles.
Since global stability is a property associated with 
the system as a whole it seems, intuitively at least, that 
any of Its characterizations will have to be given in terms 
of averages or infinite volume limits of particular quanti- 
ties. The way j~ w a s  defined makes it fit this condition 
and so it can be related or used to describe global proper- 
ties of the system.
With thermodynamics as source of inspiration the states
of interest will be given in terms of a variational principle
involving o ^ .More precisely, let é  ^ (F the set 
of such that , hence 'is lower semicon-
■ ' ■ o ^  -
tinuous), X  a closed subspace stable under translations and
%' ■ _/t (or J2f^  ) = [uiàlï y2r'> I }
then . ^
Definition SI The set K g - ( ■ (or k. q ) of glob-
ally stable (or globally Z^-stable) translationally invariant
states of Z  corresponding to the interaction and tempe­
rature -O- is the set of 6_T2y (or ) that absolutely
. . ' r'P - : \
Keeping this way of thinking leads us to define local 
stability in terms of properties depending only on a region 
surrounding the point in question.
A succesful formalization consisted in taking the class
75s (f>
of potentials which make the interaction energy /Vc<
(ori ) satisfy certain convergence conditions In here
S.'cZ stands for the joint configuration in and ,ie.
3 C i  ^ I ^ ^ hence f/^ is the energy
due to the particles in interacting with one another and
with the recervoir,
Given the conditional energy functional defined on 
■ ' . ■:[ • •   *. ■ ■ '2 )
V • ■ ■ A
C*) The ^  symbol on top of 3C means we are deal­
ing with conditional configurations, ie. configuration Xc^ on 
oC given that outside ‘X. the configuration is X q/ ,
11
k;
C.
Then the conditional free energy funct,ion^l 
corresponding to the' temperature -<£^ will be
: : v; z
where is the conditional entropy functional S R U\-^ ]
ri
q f Zx / " ^ ^  ( X ^ c ) In ( o^L I (Xc(^) c,'/
. ■. ■ . n
I  -  o ilie r CO is € •
12 A
\ ,zr 6 -
Obviously is local in character and provides
the material to define, for the set
Definition S II ••• / ( l ^ o f  locally stable sets of
at temperature -<^ as those zu e X2 such that
<p • ■ . ~  , ■
and all states for which =
For happens to coincide with the set
of CO such that cu ^  and
which is the same as saying the satisfy the Dobrushin-
Lanford-Ruelle (DLR from now on) c o n d i t i o n s  1 7)
to reference (16) the states satisfying the DLR conditions 
are the equilibrium states for the system. In Sewell's treat­
ment this is not so; the reason is that in this case equilibrium 
states are supposed to satisfy the global stability condition 
and it can be proved that for certain systems with 
there will be translationally invariant sates a; which are not 
globally stable, even though w c
‘ 12
Restricting therefore the interaction potentials ^ 
to those ^V such that ^  the following definition
seemed appropriate
Definition S M I  The set of translationally invariant
equilihriurn statés k:! - ( ^ j of ZL t corresponding to the
ordered pair ihj 4>) is /) Z  .
In addition, and by reasons that will be justified a- 
posteriori, a picture of m-" ta stability was given by Sewell by 
defining
Definition S IV ... k.^ C^ j ^ ) t.o ho the set of transla­
tionally invariant metastable states of 2L corresponding
to Y-6/ ÿ) ,and defined as identical to
So defined the metastable states possess a free
energy whose value exceeds that of the equilibrium state. What 
is left is to show they have the equilibrium like properties 
expressed by
Eq♦ L . Prop. i) Thermodynamical properties for quasi-static
transitions.
ii) The preasure is a real analytic continuation 
in the chemical potential, of that of some 
true equilibrium phase. (This is a desirable 
although not a necessary condition).
iii) Very long lifetime.
That definition Def. S IV is a viable one for metasta­
bility can be supported, one might say justified, by the ex-
istence of systems whose J states reproduce the be-
: * f .
haviour expressed in properties Eq.L.Prop. i),ii) and iii) .
(18)An example is provided by the so called mean field theories
of which those with a Van der Waals interaction are a partic­
ular case,
By a mean field system is understood an assembly
of identical particles with exactly the same characteristics
as fexcept that the interaction potential will be expressed
<f>oo = f X
V' 6 S ) (where ^ { flj) is the set of the spatially er-
godic states) ÿ " , ^ejl' and //y^ jthe
chemical potential
For the equilibrium states of the preasure function
. r<i> -
60 £ ^ C-^ r) ^  ^  Aij
<j> Z=.^'-jUPf uoifk (j>‘ (yM) aoj
 ^ (*) The A symbol above ZL. is to signify it refers to this
mean field system in particular.
The definitions of stability and equilibrium are just
X-z/; :■ -y ,,. ..: . y) . .Z,
those stated bef ore ;' adapted to the spatially ergodic states 
they read (VDW will stand for Van der Waals):
Definition VDW
L O , B  I = 'I OO t  O  X Z - r  ) / e  AL , C . W' ~  / )  V  J . 2- M - 'i) ^ CÏ2;.) j
iii) /c = J<Cr ^  ^  ^
iv) 4*') (the set of globally D-stable ergodic
states of %  ) 3. w  6 ^ j 3 yj >o -9.
r ^  ( co'y >y c Oo) Y  xo' 6 ^  ( J2j ) anJ /yU^ (CAjA
A p
M m  (fhe set of D-me ta stable ergodic states•A7
A
O f Z ) ^ A k I c0,'^)\K s Co /4>)
A point to mention is that Def.VDW iv) defines a kind 
of stability related to infinitesimal alterations of the par — 
tide density yj. (uj>) ,
Now it is possible to see to what extent can be said 
that Eq.L.Prop, i),ii) and iii) hold. It follows from its def­
inition and the linearity of jf'-e- in yd that is
convex in /X and therefore generates the desired thermody­
namics for the equilibrium s t a t e  ,
That the preasure for the metastable state is an ana­
lytic continuation in yX of that of the equilibrium phase 
is a result that follows after a lenghtly proof and since the 
details are not essential then only the conclusions will be 
quoted.
•5
Let y ^ Æ  be given by
' ■■ .. . - ' ■- j  X
y ,yy _ /./I:) - -7^  . 3'::/
and let the sets /iZ-^ jy^ ) f /'^ C-^ y^U) be defined by
yj j - \ A  ^ ik. I ^  J is absolutely maximalj
/i y u) - \ A  ^/R I ^ J is strictly locally max-j
/ imal
then- the following propositions follow:
Pre,. VB« II y  f-j i f  (C,i y
1.1 y  <*■>) -
iii) If /] 6 /] /? A^ l'^ jyU.) and
■ ; ■ . ■ A . '
I 'k r fj>
C^) and T ^  fco) ^
then
A
These results must be complemented with conditions ex­
pressing the existence and interrelation of the extreme values 
of the pressure. For this matter a map^z/^ is defined
(assuming the existence af such -6) e J ) with the property 
that for each ^ £ J7 there is an open neighborhood^ ^  of 
yU^(^) for whom the following propositions hold (ggg the
reference for the reason of this choice):
P . P .  VDW i) There are precisely two values of /) denoted by
and at which has
maxima. In addition
■/' " y  ) is real analytic in c^.< and
/""" y / for ^ y- :;
y ^ é  y^ then the functions ^  l^, a (e^y A - ^ Z
are real analytic for i«1,2.
that
Hence, by Prop. VDW i) and P.P. VDW i) it follows
Pc^ul L ' hr / unn s i ^ - fes  M r y u < y d y -9 )
^ ( 4> - ' ■
WyieiasiaLM s M M s yYyydy-t))
AJI used instead of /I/ the result still holds with 
•’eguilibrluiu” and "metastable” exchanging places. Then, by using 
Prop VDW iii) and P ,P, VDW ii) the conclusion is made that 
the pressure ^ I (B^ yU,)) for the metastable phase 
is a real analytic continuation in yY of that of the equi­
librium phase . The same can be said about
^ ///,('t9y ) J if the inequalities between parentheses are
, reversed. Thus Eq.L .Prop . ii) is satisfied.
Trouble starts when inquiring about the lifetime of 
metastable states which in this case should be infinite or at 
least large enough. "Large" in this context is not precise 
since in general it will depend on the model being used, the 
way limits are taken and so on. The main problem is the absence 
of a kinetic theory general enough so as to give acceptable 
results regarding the stability of the states in question. If 
the type of kinetic theory used by H o l l e y ^ ( S e e  Appendix /\ ) 
-where a markovian master equation with detailed balance
’'f- ■ ' ■ , ' .V : : • 17
was assumed^ is applied to the lattice systems studied by 
Sewell then the local stability of the states implies the 
desired stability against environmental perturbations.In ad­
dition to this case there are other results concerning other 
forms of kinetics like the one used by Penrose and Lebowitz 
supporting the existence of states with long enough lifetimes. 
Thus, as Sewell suggests, it seems reasonable to make the 
conjecture (for the time being) that locally stable states 
are dynamically stable against perturbations due to the in­
teractions with the thermal reservoir,consequently providing 
equilibrium and metastable states with infinite lifetimes.
STABILITY IN THE QUANTUM LATTICE
Appart from the great gap in the dynamical aspects of 
the theory the very existence of models showing the desired 
features bring support to the characterization of metastability 
through the interplay of the so called global and local sta­
bility properties of the system.
That such formulation of metastability is in fact ex­
tendable beyond classical systems was proved by Sewell itself 
(22)
in a paper where a quantum lattice system with the a p p r o - -
priate long range forces was seen to possess metastable states. 
The definitions used for the different kinds of states were 
just the generalization of those given before f ^ ^ /24) ^
The main adaptation consisted in defining local ther- 
modynamioal stability for a state on in terms of the
18
variational principle
M . ^ p r < t 1 f I I I
P  / y} ] < F  ^ Y  A x  J E j jef of bo<jy)JQ.Z ft^ fo^ S
ani ¥ A P  i U  - ■ ,
Y3; kht [mtrs^ hr^pryaior^ :
'" '■"• F  f i r }  - r  f «. ) - p - ‘ % < > }  ■ '
9^ , p ^  V (*)
S^(y)y - Z ^  (Y  ! y  )
It was proved that LTS (local thermodynamical stabil —
) in the case of quantum lattice systems y 24) equiv—
âlsnt to the KMS condition ^ ' hence supplying a
further characterization for local stability. This is impottant
Since S i m ilar results had already been proved by Haag et al
in a quantum case, Lebowitz et a l for finite classical
(281
systems and by Aisenman et al, for infinite classical sys­
tems. The importance of this lying in that the KMS condi­
tion in many cases has been shown to imply the state inquestion 
is a Gibbs state (See Appendix 73 ), Up to now, in the case 
studied by Sewell the results only go as far as showing that 
LTS is equivalent to KMS for the quantum lattice system 
and LTS KMS DLR (5,27, 28) classical lattice and hard
core continuous system.
y
C*). U  (A)) is the density mstrix corresponding tothe
state Y  on Z-i and the region ,
is the tracial state on A. ,
v ;  ■ z y : v . ^
And there is even more. In an article written by Kossa- 
( 29 )
kowsky et al they presented a quantum system whose evolu­
tion was governed by a markovian master equation. This equa­
tion was assumed to satisfy a suitable defined balance condi­
tion. Under this condition they proved that for a certain 'te - 
duced dynamics" the detailed balance and the KMS condition 
were equivalent. This is important in relation to the lack of 
existence of results about the conjecture stating that local 
stability implies dynamical stability. Up to now in certain 
approaches to the metastability problem the detailed balance 
condition has.been used as one of the conditions to obtain 
metastable states (even though to my knowledge it has not been 
proved to be an essential condition) .This rises the idea that 
it might be possible to relate LTS and dynamical stability 
by means of stablishing the connection
LTS — > KMS -—  ^detailed balance condition —  ^ existence 
of metastable states — y dynamical stability ,
zu
à
S e c t i o n  11. ANAL I T  I C C O N T I N U A T I O N  OF THE STABLE S T A T E .
The isotherms in the P  v'S / graph^^’1 for the Van 
der Waals equation of state suggests a metastable state can..# 
be obtained as the analytic continuation of a stable equilib­
rium state thus explaining its equilibrium like properties .
The non generality of such assumption was proved by Lanford
• (17) ■ .
and Ruelle . They have shown that in the case of lattice
gasses with finite range forces a metastable state obtained 
as mentioned above,can not exist.
Their reasoning goes as follows ; given ^
(the C*-algebra of observables) by definition an invariant 
state oj on U  is an invariant equilibrium state for the 
interaction ^  if
P  C Y  -b Y )  =  k c  OO (  (2 ^ )  V
where F
*
is the pressure and given by
P (. 4>) - ^  4^^ ) — h'tri -P ^
c<—^ oo ' c^ -^oo /\f (oL) c. d
ana \ J  { X o i ) = Z
■  ^ ■ . > ^ ^ y - y
In addition, if for finite c( c and Z
r
the function Tai is defined as 
'
/ c  T- z,  J
then Lanford and Ruelle proved that
y :  ::;:: -  v 'Z',
T h e o r e m
. ' ' . ■ . • • ■ ■' 7 - yp . ■ '. y :y ■ :
An invariant State is an invariant equilibrium state 
if and only if for all P: and X ci ,
- ' ii -Col, foi y f ’ iX:) A ( z y )
where the state ^  on 'U  is the same as a probability 
measure on the set of configurations of the system and ^  is 
related to j  through the formula
p j ( iZ )= :Z  i f  <T<-oiAJ'jy 00^ CX^ OA/ic)
;
rt IS seen that if oJ satisfies equation ( l .  Z)
then
lirn irif Z  f S (f,) — cO^( F x 4>)
■ «, V R )  ^ ^ Z  ^
therefore discarding the existence of a metastable state char- 
..............
S C  Co) -  ^  C Q ^  j < P  C 4>) d  € 3{
ThiS' is the first negative result concerning the exist­
ence of metastable states. The second negative result states 
that for finite range interactions the presence of n phase 
transition automatically excludes the existence of any state w  
such, that in a neighborhood of Z  the correlation func­
tions ( X y  are real analytic functions and "f being the 
Stable equilibrium state for iZ ^ 2
(*X Z,- e.)Cj) is known as the activity
.4
i
: t
2 2
This result was in agreement with an earlier conjecture
• (32) \
due to Fisher , namely that as an analytic function Of X  ,
P must exhibit a singularity at the point Zo of a first
order phase transition, result that was later proved by Dobrus-
hin et al. But this does not mean that metastable states as
analytic continuation of stable ones cannot be obtained ; in
fact the result concerns only those systems with short range
interaction. To show that under different sorts of interactions
the analytic continuation is valid has already been done while
reviewing Sewell's work. Another example is the Felderhof -
(3 3 3)
fisher model ' and the models that will be seen in the re­
maining part of the section.
From what has been said before the appearence of singu­
larities is an important element in the problem of metastabil­
ity and therefore more attention was given to it by investiga­
tors .
While studying the properties of an Ising system near
(35)
the condensation point. Langer obtained interesting results.
The problem was whether the Mayer cluster expansion (see Apen- 
dix C  j (36,37) exhibited the first singularity at the conden­
sation point %  = / or at some Z ^ V  , the so called " limit 
of metastability". Based on (39) it had been conjectured that 
there was no singularity at X I hence the free energy could
be analitically continued from the inside to the outside of the
(40)
unitary circle. But at the same time the droplet model of
condensation implied that f ( free energy) had an essential 
singularity at the con-...
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densation point. In order to get a clearer view of this ap­
parent paradox Langer analized the droplet picture of the 
Ising model '  ^ which postulates a free energy per particle
of the equivalent lattice gas^^^f of down spins as given by
Ç d- 7L izHl-i-crl ' )] [l.D
^ !\! I--I /=/
where h!-ejcp (-/3 5^) is the free energy of the cluster
of ^  down spins and A/ the total number of lattice sites
// is the magnetic field,
■ -
s.fll + ^
with j — dimensionality of the system, surface tension
of the droplet, and will be assumed to be such that
According to the Mayer series expansion
stands
_2/// / / /) ^  \ / 
where Zz e and ^  - ^  X  )   ^ y
for the critical droplet (.duster) size, then the free energy 
of a metastable state, if it can he maintained Cie. there are 
no droplets being formed with J>Ji) is expected to be
24
By differentiating we obtain to be
: ; :y ■ ■
The result of Danger's analysis with respect to the 
behaviour of -fcU) shows that at fj^O ( Z=/ ) , diverges
having a branch point singularity. The analytic continuation 
was obtained by approximating ///^} by an integral and then - 
moving // around the origin in the complex v^-plane. Placing 
the branch cut along the negative axis and keeping // very 
^sll the discontinuity in going from to C i n
the upper half //-plane with ^ e and in the lower
^3.f //-plane with ) was approximated by
/ j . ^ 7
enabling /  to be given as [for small H ' \
_ f(-luli-co ) =  f  (tj) t -I I f  (M^)- -fcliL)] (l.¥)
where as said before j (N'} is the free energy for the meta­
stable state . From {l.3) it is seen that all its derivatives 
vanish at //= 0; such is not the case for f(fi) whose dériva^ 
tives of all orders are finite. Equation ( Z.y ) tells the 
metastable phase free energy is just the real part of the an- 
alytio continuation of for &  The calculation
of /  can be done by cutting off the series ( r. 3 ) at J -- -J c
and the error involved in doing so will be of the order of the
rf
* ■*
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term containing , This happens to be a measure of the lack 
of definition, for this model, of the metastable phase. It 
implies there is no .unique analytic continuation of the free 
energy into the metastable phase. Nevertheless, in respect 
to the presence of the essential singularity the consequences 
of its existence proved to be experimentally unobservable.
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S e c t i o n  1 1 1 .  EIGENVALUES AND M E T A S T A B I L I T Y
Quantum mechanics has provided more than one approach 
to metastability, the most appealing feature being the one 
referring to the degeneracy of the eigenvalues corresponding 
to an operator with direct relevance to the system's behaviour
This picture is somehow ambiguous because (as will be 
seen later) there is no unique operator which can be the sub­
ject of study hence the interpretation of the eigenvalues will 
differ according to the operator to which they cor-espond. On 
occasions the eigenvalues will just be the growth rate of the 
nucléation as in Danger's method for the first-principles 
calculation of the decay rate of a metastable phase
More recent examples are Bak and Debowitz^^^^ and Penrose and 
(30 )
Lebowitz . Generally speaking these authors were studying 
the nucléation rates and this problem inmediately determined 
what sort of objects the eigenvalues would be. But when the 
problem confronted is the analycity of the free energy then 
one of the possibilities is to relate or even reduce it to 
the properties of the partition function, in which case the 
eigenvalues under study will be those of the partition func­
tion. A different approach sees the decay process as an eigen­
value problem of multi-well potentials in quantum mechanics, 
the eigenvalues being those appearing in the solution of a 
Schroedinger-like equation tnto which a Fokker-Planck equation 
has been transformed
All this ways of looking at metastability prcVide, if
not a complete solution, a better understanding of what the 
relevant parameters are if one wishes to construct a global 
theory of metastability. With this in mind it is worthwhile 
take a closer look at the aims and achievements of these 
studies.
METHOD BASED ON THE DEGENERACY OF THE E I G E N V A L U E S  A S S O C I AT E D  
TO THE TRANSFER M ATR I X
S'ince Yang and Lee ^   ^ ^pointed out the significance
of the zeros^of the grand partition function a great deal of 
effort has been expended in finding its analytic consequences. 
A very fruitful method is using series expansions, with which 
expansion to use depending on the problem being tackled.
One way of attacking the problem is by exploiting an
essential connection between the law of matrix multiplication
and summations over all permissible configurations subject to
a constraint; In the case of an ising model such propertiy
carries a great simplification to the calculation of the par^
tition function , Once written as a product of matrices,
and with all the interactions being alike, the matrix product
becomes a power and the sum over all configurations is the 
 ^ thtrace of the N power (where N is the number of spins) of 
the matrix. This special matrix is called "the transfer matrix 
and in the case of a two dimensional Ising model its relation 
to the partition function for an 70 x y\ lattice with periodic
: ■ 28
boundary conditions is -
where Ln (/i) is the transfer matrix,and ^ t h e  parti-
tion function. In terms of Zm/n ) the infinite volume limit 
for the free energy is (for h 6 ^  )
/ i
where Zy? '  ^ /^ >7 ^ Z
are the eigenvalues of jLn ( }^ .
It will be conceptually and physically interesting to 
obtain metastability without recurring to the thermodynamic 
hence the importance of the attempt carried out along 
these lines by Newman and Schulman^^^^ ( NS from now on) .
NS considered particular functions whose thermodynamic 
limit coincides with that of the usual thermodynamic functions 
and in addition possess a multivalued branch for the finite 
system. These functions described models whose free energy 
f^ thermodynamic limit is related to the minimum eigen —
of the transfer matrix. The occurrence of a phase tran — 
sition is associated with the asymtotic degeneracy of the eigen­
value . What NS wanted was to obtain, for a finite system, 
the metastable states as analytic continuation of the equilib­
rium states. To this effect they allowed particulat thermody­
namic variables to take complex values and the desired analyt­
ic continuation was carried out from the region where a par-
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ticular eigenvalue was. the "minimum eigenvalue to a region 
where this is no longer so.
Addapting these ideas to the Ising model presented a- 
bove E^ Ch) was defined as
According to NS e ;  ft; and /  are analytic
on both tight and left half plane of complex V , and the mag­
netization »7 has the same sign as h , While continuing 
from the region where to the region where (for
 ^ “ critical temperature) it was seen that in order to -
keep the same sign for w  f^,) a path avoiding the origin has 
to be taken.
From a study made on simpler models it was then con­
jectured
1® That for r< /^ there were regions (excluding the
point !i = o ) of the ^ comftlex /[-plane where could
be analytically continued to a function analytic
single valued and uniformly convergent to f  ( h) which
h
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2® That near the negative real axis there were points
( k = I, z,... ) with the property that ^  v, ( was
■pv»
analytic on^except on neighborhoods con­
taining the (with size of V ( X,^cvii] shrinking to
; zero as  ^«<o ) .
3® That the E. (li) could still be continued into these 
neighborhoods with the solely exception of two branch 
points (for each <) connected by a square root branch 
cut.
NS claim that the analytic continuation carried
ground the branch cut is the one responsible for the metesta­
ble state.
With respect to the location of the first singularity
'^4-
of T this is placed on the negative realaxis and corre­
sponds to the asymptotic merging h v\ CK) and the energy of the 
first excited metastable state. It also implies that the sin­
gularity has an infinite correlation length in the metastable 
state and/ if taken as a function of it then defines the
spinodal line (30) (^he line separating the metastable
from the unstable regions) ( as T — ).
J  I
Taking the NS article as point of departure McCraw and 
(50) \ / - :
Schulman studied the behaviour of the transfer matrix eigen­
values, their connection to metastability and the support that 
can be given to such approach by way of comparing results with 
a dynamical Monte Carlo model.
Given a lattice with periodic boundary conditions
a small magnetic field was chosen so that the equilibrium mag­
netization m was close to -1 , and the metastable value for 
hi was chosen to be close to + 1 . Firstly NS assumed the de­
cay rate J> could be expressed as
: ~  vo\jmc e f (T,H) v T
where H is the magnetic field and A the number of spin flip 
before decay.In here A will depend en H .
By performing the numerical calculations they showed 
^ could be interpreted to be the free energy of a criti­
cal droplet,le. the amount AE of energy needed in order to 
cross the energy barrier separating the metastable ( relative 
minimum) from the stable state (absolute minimum). Monte Carlo 
data for was used to obtain the graph of 4 iT, hi) vs. H
In the case of A E the energy E was given by £ = - J  X-«'cr-  ^z (T 
with J=1. The agreement in the values obtained for ÿ was the 
basis for the interpretation already mentioned.
Having made the connection between </> and its relation 
to the critical droplet an analytic expresion for was ob­
tained, this being ^ which in turn implies the decay
s
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rate is given by
where ^  is defined as H| T .
An interesting point in the NS article was the crossing 
of the transfer matrix.eigenvalues and the appearance of a gap 
in the crossing, the gap bein related to the coupling of states 
This is in fact corroborated by the numerical results of 
McCraw and Schulman (McCS from now on) showing that the val­
ue of H at which the crossing takes place was | = .This
is actually a good result since in the transfer matrix approach
at this value of I Hj ^ | down spins can be interchanged for
up-spins with no change in the energy and is also the
Monte Carlo value of H needed for the appearance of the b l
If in addition the 2-level model introduced by NS
is used, a further connection is o b t a i n e d .  m  this model
the free energy shift AF was written by NS as
AP cz: 4-lT (A (H- He") A m  .
where A \-rj is the increment in the magnetization value be­
tween the two levels and H is the crossing field. Comparing 
this formula with the Monte Carlo decay rate brings out that 
both quantities are proportional to hence relating the
non concavity of F to the decay results.
.  ^  ^ " C;  ^ - ^
egarding the presence of a singularity^. :tn the complex
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L-Plane the question is answered in the positive, it was found 
that close to the negative real fi-axis an infinity of singu­
larities will appear, K= 0 in particular being an essential one.
As already pointed out by NS a study of/the Ising model 
without dynamics is like neglecting the quantized electromag­
netic field when obtaining the energy from the coulomb force 
for one of the energy levels of the hydrogen atom. Thus it is 
expected that metastable features will hardly be shown. Never­
theless, when the phase transition is related to eigenvalue 
degeneracy it seems the analysis of the transfer matrix's eigen­
values is a "first approximation" qualitative picture of how 
a metastable state in a model with dynamics would behave. From
the work of.McCS it is seen that such is the case for the model 
they studied.
T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  o f  a F o k k e r - P l a n c k  e q u a t i o n  t o  a S c h r o e d i n g e r -
Hke e q u a t i o n  w h o s e  e i g e n v a l u e s  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  d e c a y  r a t e .
The Idea of relating eigenvalues to stability aspects 
provided another approach to the study of metastable states . 
Starting from a Fokker-Planck equation Tomita et al^^G) ( ^IC 
from now on) exploited the formal analogies assumed to exist 
between stochastic processes and quantum mechanics. This work 
comes as a possible alternative to the system-size expansion 
( ^-expansion) developped by Kubo et al^®’’ with the purpose 
of dealing with far from equilibrium situations. Under this 
condition, according to Tomita, local stability cannot account 
for the relaxation to equilibrium and any information about de-
■ 3k
cay rates has to come from the global stability of the system.
The method of TIC consisted in transforming the . markovian
; master equation
where CX3 is the markovian evolution operator, % the *
stochastic variable and the probability distribution
function, into
yfCK-1 - {x.s-)
• F   ^ F  V  . /
where the relation between f  and P is
is self-adjoint and hermitean and £ is a size para­
meter. ( /f C ij H - ^ V'CO and
A simple example can be given to clarify what the sym- 
bols stand for. Let ? ( xA) be a time dependent probability 
distribution,of Which a wave function would be a particular
case. A Fokker-Planck example is
i  = [- ^ P / T  Yv
By direct calculation it can be shown that by defining
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and '^ (^ j-t) as in 1.5 , equation (l\b) ig transformed into
F %  Cx(x)^ + V(X)J Yu.f) (1.7)
Here £ is a size parameter corresponding to Planck's 
constant k . Appart from being a space-dependent mass,
equation (1.7) is a Schroedinger equation for one particle in 
a one dimensional potential/ thus showing how the transforma­
tion can be made from the original master equetion and at the 
same time provide an example of what sort of object the mar- 
kovian evolution operator is.
.. . assumptions leading to (X S> (appart from having
taken a simple Fokker-Planck equation to be transformed, but 
this detail is not essential for the discussion) were the ex­
istence of an equilibrium distribution P. (X) for which a de­
tailed balance condition is satisfied.The connection to ther­
modynamics was made through the equality
F (x)= - t \oc, Vo CX)
where F<x) was identified with the free energy.
Once again the method is better illustrated by taking 
a particular model. The model chosen is one whose interaction 
potential '.7 (x) gave a free energy of the form -
r'
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f (xv= i C  . + xV 1d5 ( It X) / ( o-^)
where p =
KT •
This function, when represented in a graph, looks like
Fig. 1
Fig. 1
If we assume the initial metastable state is the left 
half part of the equilibrium distribution this means that at
.t =0
i) ?.cx,o) = ■ P o e -  (. Q-
ii, f  t  (X)
ill) \N ( { Po ('i =0
A measure of the decay process was defined as
') «i K “ Wc«=^) ||+ 7L ^ n. eK|>
A ~ I
:.v y Ÿ'./ 37 :'.
which relaxes to unity. The come from the sol tion of
the eigenvalue problem for (X.5) .
For a high enough value of T at ^ the decay 
constants, ie. energy levels {A m]| , are expected to be such 
thait
} :i "» À , ^0 ( ~
so that when  ^ ' will stand for the decay rate of
the metastable state. Then the last part of the decay process 
can be approximated by (see Fig. Z )
Ai't
p / :A,t :y: ' , _  '
?(K,i) S  e .2; r. cx) + a, iPo <P,
VJ (-t) = e j s WC=o}(i+a/J
where , A , were the eigenvalues for the ground and first 
excited states and therefore the original wave function can 
be constructed as with
cx) 3 ( ^  4-
(f) I K) - -
and (X) and ^  f x) were the ground states in the right
and left hand wells of the potential respectively.
The change in time of the distribution function 
ie. the decay rate, will be like in Fig.Z where the change 
of the wave function Y Cx,t) — 4q (x) c: A/exp C- ht } 4, '
is also plotted . . —
Fig. 2
The existence of two time scales is clearly discernable 
thus unabling us to interpret the relaxation to equilibrium 
as a two-step process (even though a sharp definition between 
the two scales cannot be given) :
^ Relaxation to a metastable distribution.
2 ® (In a time considerably smaller than in 1 °) Penetration 
through the energy barrier of the probability distri­
bution.
Qualitatively this offers a nice picture of the decay 
process of a metastable phase. Unfortunely the kind of Fokker- 
Planck equation used is too simple and only covers problems 
describable in terms of one variable hence making it useless 
in cases closer to what a real physical system is. Another
3 9 ‘
point subject to criticism is that this method looses rigour
when the initial state is an unstable one^^^^. By means of
' . • ■ ■ ■ ' - 
(52 )another approach Shimizu has studied both cases, his re­
sults having only formal importance since no calculations have 
been made using his treatement of the problem.
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CHAPTER I I .  DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF M E T A S T A B I L I T Y
I n t r o d u c t i o n .  PENROSE AND L E B O W I T Z  ON M E T A S T A B I L I T Y .
This method of characterizing metastable states 
makes use of the direct physical description that can be given 
for these states. The phenomenology is translated into precise 
mathematical statements and then we proceed to show the exist­
ence of physical systems, or at least of mathematical models, 
showing the presence, under suitable conditions, of metastable 
states as defined in this section
Three general properties can be stated as characterizing 
the metastable thermodynamic states :
^) There is only one thermodynamic phase present
the values taken by the intensive parameters 
correspond to either:
i) an equilibrium state having more than one 
thermodynamic phase present, or
ii)an equilibrium state with a single phase but 
this phase not being the expected one.
. While the system remains in isolation the rate
decay of the metastable state is very slow. 
Large enough and in consequence very improbable 
fluctuations provide the first stage of the 
mechanism through which the system is lead out 
of the metastable state.
MPI  I I )  Once the system has gone out of the metastable
state it is highly unlikely for it to return to ^
rf
state, or in other words, the process of 
leaving the metastable state is an irreversible
■ one. ' ' \-:
Metastable phenomena show both equilibrium and non-equi— 
Tibrium type of behaviour therefore their description involves 
the two complementary conceptual apparatus of equilibrium and 
^o^*"0^^iii)33^ium statistical mechanics. The former is used to ’ 
describe those features associated with the thermodynamics (or
properties) while the later is concerned with the irre­
versible processes ("dynamic" properties) driving the decay of 
the metastable state.
The static properties (described in MP I) will be given
by the already developed formalism of statistical mechanics 
^PPii^d to a suitably defined ensemble.
Underlying the characterization of metastability given 
above is the consideration of the existence of two types of
mechanisms affecting the system. There is a fast one that sets 
the metastable state up and a slow one being the cause of the 
properties we ask a mhtastable state to satisfy^^®' ^. The 
Penrose and Lebowitz (PL from now on) treatement of metastabil- 
ity assumes the first mechanism to have already acted and the 
description concerns, generally speaking, only the effects of 
the slow processes occurring within the system.
When dealing with this method the first problem is to 
choose the appropriate region in configuration-space
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where the metastable state belongs. This is done by using cri­
teria MP 1 , 1 1 and 111, ie. a restriction is imposed on the 
system, keeping because of this a roughly uniform density.This 
will be mirrored on configuration space by the motion of the 
representative point being confined to a certain region of 
phase space. This can be done formally by defining a modified 
system differing from the original by an extra term that is ad­
ded to the hamiltonian, the term having the value 0 for config­
urations in and the value + ^ for configurations out­
side .
The equilibrium-like behaviour of the metastable state 
suggests the possibility of using the formalism of stable equi­
librium statistical mechanics for the description of the stati 
properties. Such properties of the points in ^  can therefore 
be found by applying the Gibbs ensemble method to the region
so that the probability distribution for the points |^ 
will be
P ( f )  =
0 oik crc<jis t
Such an ensemble is called the "restricted equilibrium 
ensemble".
To ensure that the region ^  so defined satisfies MPll
we consider the dynamical aspects of the problem. This is done
by studying the evolution in time of the restricted ensemble
under the action of the original hamiltonian. In such^termsj)
the probability ( cj for the point f to have gone out of
^  will be equal to the fraction of members of that are 
no longer in ! at time 7^ . Once all transients have died 
. out the rate
will be the rate with which the metastable region is being a- 
bandoned by systems originally in . I t  was proved by PL
that
hence if J is sufficiently small then MP 11 will be sat- 
■isfied.
In order for the system to satisfy MP 111. it is nec-
■ ■ ■ . ressary that the region  ^^  should be formed by points rep­
resenting a set of configurations highly improbable in the true 
equilibrium ensemble.The reason for this is a consequence of 
the restricted ensemble free energy density being always great— 
6^ than that of the unrestricted ensemble. How great depending 
on a factor that is proportional to the size of the system and 
therefore the probability for p* to be in decreases ex­
ponentially as the system increases in size.
One of the first useful results of applying this method 
is the possibility of deriving the (netastable free energy) VS 
(density) graph in the Van derWaals—Maxwell theory of the va­
por-liquid transition. O  V
r-t
.
Y / : : : :
In the usual methods for obtaining the free energy den­
sity from the partition function, the result is that the free 
energy is always a convex function of the density But this
result does not account for the phenomena of metastability and 
therefore an extension of the usual formalism of the Gibbs 
ensemble was necessary, so that points not on the convex en­
velope of the free energy density curve can be allowed as pos­
sible states of the system, these points representing the me­
tastable states.
Up to now everything has been described in very gene— 
3^ sl terms and without giving details of the rigorous mathemat­
ical definitions and calculations that must be carried out;to 
go more into detail ask for an specific physical system or 
mathematical model.
THE V A P O R - L I  QUID T R A N S I T I O N .
PL have mainly studied the'vapor—liquid transition for 
a system with very long range attractive interactions: the 
Van der Waals system(4,5,9,10)^
This is a classical system of iden—ical particles each 
with mass , and an interaction potential ,given by
^  4 \ ^  Y) . o < r <
is the short range repulsive contribution to
■ ' • S '  .
the potential,  ^ ^ r) the weak long range attractive con-
^li^vtion, y the number of dimensions and <5^ a parameter 
such that . y is the range of the attractive potential.
Rsvxng in mind that the system was studied in the lim­
it o the PL description goes as follows
i) Thè volume occupied by the system is parti­
tioned into imaginary cells w ,...,w of equal
■ ■ ^size and the region / ^  is defined as the set
of points in the configuration space for which the
. number of particles (or density) in each .one of
the cells remains within a certain range of values
If is the number of particles in cell w.
■ ■ ■ ^
then satisfies with and
ii) Having done this, now it has to be shown that the 
iïiitial escape rate is small enough . PL
proved  ^(‘>) can be expressed as 
where
t \ = probability that the number of particles in 
some cell "i" is at the edge of the allowed 
range, ie. y ^ _ or for some "i”.
^  — the conditional probability that another par­
ticle will move into that cell, 
and that upper bounds of hJ and ^  can be found 
having the form
. R  < I (-^ 1 + j
: //( : : F: ::::: : : v  >
where |w) =r volume of cell w and o/w/ means 
a quantity which after division by /w/ tends to 
0 as jw I increases.
const. |.XZ_! I^i V
so that as a whole ^ f*’) has an upper bound given
A(o) ^  1 jQ. 1 I w| cx P c |w| + O |u)| j
The constant (t will be positive if f ^ (f ) i" ^  y o 
(which is equivalent to asking for the compress­
ibility to be positive) where is the free
energy density for the short range part of the 
potential and
o{ =r y  r 9^ (j^r) cl jT
-Lfl
Under this conditions and provided that the ther­
modynamic limit is taken in such a way that
J Jl I ■>> y  ' ^  >> 1CAJ / »  /^ /-^/
the symbol a >;> b meaning ~ oo then the es­
cape rate can be made as small as desired and 
hence MPI I is satisfied.
iii) As mentioned before, has to be chosen so that
the free energy density of the restricted ensemble
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which can be shown to be
exceeds the free energy density of the true equi­
librium ensemble,ie.
where CE stands for convex envelope. This condi­
tion makes the relative weight of the region 
very small and hence it will be highly improbable 
for such region ^  to be reached from outside.
’ Given this condition it is seen that the third cri­
teria MP I I I of metastability is also satisfied.
A remark has to be made and it is that the characteri­
zation of metastable states given by PL has demanded two es-
ential and physically meaninful conditions:
£  r/; + i ^ f " r/; f ^  ^ f ^  ]
these being precissely Maxwell's conditions for metastability 
as obtained from the possibility -of reaching all the points in 
the (free energy density VS density) graph with the excep­
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tion of those points for which the system would be mechanical 
ly unstable, ie. for  ^é P such that
i!, (f) •/■ «< <  o
K I N E T I C S  I N THE L A T T I C E  GAS.
Since metastable states arise from a particular kind 
of behaviour outside equilibrium it is up to the kinetics of 
the system to give an insight on how the state is maintained, 
how nucléation is prevented and how it eventually may produce 
the appearance of the new phase. A non-rigorous but empirical 
approach was initiated by Becker and Ddring^^^^which consider­
ed the growth of individual droplets and applied the methods 
of chemical kinetics to estimate their growth. This approach 
was further explored by F r e n k e l a n d  his treatement 
forms the basis of modern nucléation t h e o r y E a c h  droplet 
is treated as a sphere whose free energy depends on its sur­
face and volume and is therefore determined by its radius.Some 
assumptions than in nucléation theory are reasonable were made 
namely that there are no interactions between droplets and 
that the possibility of different sizes and shapes of droplets 
are of secondary importance. This approach had an advantage 
over the cluster integral approach of M a y e r ^ ^ ,the advantage 
consisting in being mathematically simpler than Mayer's theory 
with its "mathematical intricacy (which) will hardly appeal 
to the experimental physicist or chemist". Since then theories 
on nucléation have been applied in the vapor—liquid^transition 
and is largely responsible for what is now known concerning
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the formation of droplets'. Therefore it is desirable to make 
a connection between the concepts used in nucléation theory
and the concepts of statistical mechanics used so far. This
■ (30) .was carried out by PL by first defining, in the lattice
(76) • 'gas version of the Ising model what a cluster of a given
size would be. By assuming certain simplifications (to be made
explicit later on) with respect to the processes considered,
kinetics was introduced through the Becker-Dôring set of e- 
( 53 )quations which describe how the size of the cluster changes
due to absortion and evaporation of particles. The term clus­
ter in this case will be equivalent to a droplet.
In terms of the grand canonical formalismthe static 
properties of the lattice gas can be obtained (in the equilib­
rium or the restricted ensemble). A sketch of the procedure 
goes as follows: let
T— 1 A/ff) , / \
Z % cyUf (-p, H<^)} {£./)
■ ^  '
where the sum goes over all configurations '? of empty and
non-empty sites on the given lattice, /Vf/j is the number of
occupied sites and ^ is the energy of the configu­
ration represented by  ^. The usual meaning is assigned to
fi and Z ie. the inverse temperature and the activity
respectively.
i "Clusters" are defined to be maximal connected subsets 
of occupied sites into which the configuration  ^ pan be 
partitioned. That a set is connected means that no one member
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of the set. is a nearest neighbor of a member of another set 
but for every subdivision of a connected set into two subsets 
then at least one member of one subset is a nearest neighbor 
of a member of the other subset.
• * Once + or - boundary co-ditions are imposed, equa­
tion can be written in terms of clusters as
: s
where is the number of particles in the c'-th cluster
and the corresponding potential energy. The sum is
over the possible arrangements of the clusters >^j ^ir-j ^ C, •" * 
At low densities and by extending the sum in equation [U. 2.) 
over all the impossible arrangements of clusters, ie. allow­
ing clusters to overlap, it is shown that
/.j 5  < z  (JL -^ y
where //I/ is the size of the lattice and
{2\) = %  ^
with the sum in (^ 7[.3') going over all clusters with TV sites
If Q/^  is defined as
• "'A,"
5
then can be thought as the internal partition function
for clusters of size // ,
After proving that
is true for any rectangular lattice it was shown that for 2  
small enough for the series
N = i ■
to converge, this series will provide an upper bound
(?IM ) / o j  S
Along the same lines it is found that the probability 
that the cluster <3 is present in the system has an 
upper bound given by V
A . ,  . r ' "
therefore with standing for the expected number of
'V—particle clusters per unit volume, ie. per lattice site
^ G^ct) < Y/m7j z ? 2 rz
(*) Better upper bounds have been provided by Penrose and 
Lebowitz in a more recent p a p e r .
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Now an important step forward is given by introduqing
an internal free energy defined as
^  y- (Ji. 7;
so that
IJI -
Once a lower bound to 7??/y is found the above inequal­
ity can provide a rigorous version of the Boltzmann-factor ap- 
proximation e~^ to ^  used in nucléation theory .
relation to metastability theory,the three proper­
ties MP I,I I,I I I characterizing a metastable state are stated 
in terms of clusters by first defining what the restricted 
ensemble should be (among several possible ways of doing it).
The restricted ensemble was defined as the set of points
rv . -
in / representing configurations such that all clusters
associated with these configurations have at most 
fied number of sites.
some speci-
Having done this the next step is to estimate the rate 
of escape from the ensemble, where escape means the formation 
of any cluster consisting of more than particles.
The movements of the particles are asumed to be govern­
ed by the Kawasaki d y n a m i c s A c c o r d i n g l y ,  a particle 
can only change position by going to a nearest neighbor site
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if empty. The changes in the configuration are given at ran­
dom with probability Ÿ  M  u) Z Z) ^/^7-^where A U - - (7/
is the difference in energy between the new and the original 
configurations. The function i.s an even function ofzJf/
If the assumption of dealing with transition probabil­
ities satisfying the principle of detailed balancing is made, 
a great simplification can be carried out and instead of sum­
ming the probabilities of all the possible combinations of 
processes bringing together clusters which will merge into a 
cluster larger than an -particle cluster, you can calculate 
the probabilities of /[/// V -particle clusters breaking up, with 
i=1 ,...,(q-2) +1= where ^  is the largest cluster that can
be produced in a single step starting from a cluster compat­
ible with the restricted ensemble.
Adding these probabilities gives an upper bound to the 
escape rate which if denoted as before by X reads
ZL
M l  ' M-yj
With being an upper bound on the probability per unit
time that a given particle will move to a given empty neigh­
boring site, q is the coordination number of the lattice, and 
Z. and have already been defined before. Since (zT-V can
be written as
IA I vyzyiv/
it is seen how the escape rate can be made small by keeping
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/2 and €XyO (- j small enough and therefore showing
that the rigorous theory of metastability is in agreement with 
the predictions of nucléation theory once the appropriate def­
initions have been made . \
Turning now to the actual value of the rate of nucléa­
tion, this was expected to be bounded above by the escape rate 
due to, among other things, the fact that in the former the 
processes building large clusters from small ones are partial­
ly compensated by the inverse processes (ie. evaporation of a 
particle from an (/<+1)-particle cluster), whereas in the es­
cape rate processes a one way traffic was assumed.
. . . . . . . ...I...*............ i.
terms of the Becker-DOring kinetics and under the assumption 
of dealing with a system at a very low density in which clus­
ters are statistically independent. In processes involving 
the merging of clusters, only one of them was allowed to con­
tain more than one particle.
Under the hypothesis of having a particle conserving 
dynamics this last assumption implies that the only way a 
particle cluster can grow is by absorbing a 1-particle clus­
ter and conversely, the breaking of a (n+1 )-particle cluster 
can only be done by emiting a 1-partele cluster.
With these considerations the net rate of change of
(53)
thelnumber of ^-particle clusters was written as ,
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with
(tL . h )
(X. i^y
where a^, are constants independent of time and
0 ( X . !3)
d m.= 
d? 1
depending on whether is considered as not changing sig-
. oo
nificantly with time or ^  nm is the quantity that does
■’7-/ .
not change in time. This last assumption is more realistic
. ' '
(in the case of Kawasaki dynamics) in taking the expectation
of the total number of particles in the system as the quantity 
not changing in time.
Becker and Düring used the assumption that each time
the size of a cluster passes a certain large value /x ,the
'
cluster is removed from the system which amounts to say
m^=0 if ny/j. (JZ
and by choosing m^ to be a constant, they found a steady state
solution for d_ m (n 2) with J independent of n.
dt ^
This independency of with respect to/ n is also con­
sistent with the equation for d__ m. when m is a constant.
dt V  -
Under these conditions the following result is found to hold:
' y  . :  5 6
X  J R = m ^  n n 1
»7=;
whefe R^= ( a^...aY (n>1)
and the common value of * - or in other words, the
nucléation rate J is. therefore given by
J = m / " _ . {IL.lt,)
T Z  "
thus expressing the nucléation rate in terms of microscopic 
quantities.
Comparison between the nucléation and the escape rate 
was done by altering the dynamics of the system so that this 
time no yt/ —particle cluster was allowed to increase in size. 
This was done in order to work with the restricted ensemble 
which in this case will be formed by those points representing 
configurations where no clusters having more than parti­
cles are allowed. Mathematically this means:
hence the equilibrium solutions to the kinetic equations come 
out to be "
above distribution at t=0 and no restric­
tions imposed on the kinetic equation m - , the
rat
probability per unit time, per unit volume of. cluster of
*1 .
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size /A + ^ to appear is
Obviously the maximum value of is the one that max­
imizes Ryx and by comparison with CZT it is seen that the
escape rate provides an upper bound to the nucléation rate en­
abling us to say that proving that a state is a metastable 
state according to MP II in PL formalism is enough to prove 
that the Becker-Dôring approximation to the nucléation rate 
is also small.
One of the main ideas used in the Becker-DOring treat­
ment is the artificial removal of clusters reaching an speci­
fied size and replacing them with small droplets. This idea
(30)was generalized by Penrose and Lebowitz to more general
systems improving on the corresponding restricted ensemble 
and making it possible to derive formulae for calculating nu­
cléation rates from first principles.
The method can be applied to any system with a discret 
set of microscopic states in which its dynamics has the form 
of a Markov process.
Denoting by P. the probability that the system is . 1 .
* • .
in the microscopic state i at time t, the rate oft__change of 
P.(t) is given by the master equation
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where W^. is the transition probability from the state j]
to state i .
With e. standing for the equilibrium probability of
' . ■
State i and assuming the validity for all i and j of the
principle of detailed balance W..e.= W .e. the only solution
1] ] ]i 1
to (^ JI .2 o) is
p^ »s(constant) e^ 2/]
unless the states happen to split into different groups of 
states between which transitions are not allowed.
Now, if there is any metastable state, sxich a state 
must satisfy MP I I and MP III, this amounts to say that in 
this case equation / can be approximated by
Pi<t)= J (W .p (t)- W..P (t)) if i ^  /% 
dt  ^ 3 1
fW--0 if Ty ' A-Z^ .
where ^  is the special region in (phase space) over
which the restricted ensemble is defined.
Using the quantities v.(t) defined as v.(t)= P.(t)/ 
it was proved that after a long time has elapsed thi probabil­
ities in an ensemble that started with any distribution over
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will have the asimptotic form
p. (t) ^  const, vfO) Gt
■.y y y   ^  ^ -
with vf^* the eigenvector with eigenvalue and
r-  ^ ■ ,■: . ■ ■ : : .
is the smallest eigenvalue of a suitable expression of the set 
of equations ^  ^ (7[- 2Z ),
This equation shows that once the transients (corres­
ponding to fast "mechanisms") have died out, the behaviour of 
the system will be governed by the slow mechanism that is ex­
pressed by . If the region corresponds to a metasta­
ble state then can be interpreted as the rate of nuclé­
ation and therefore its value must be very small.
One more thing that can be said about J is that
by using the Rayleigh-Ritz principle an upper bound on 
can be found
((1/2) 2' (Vi-v.)"+ z
(s. 1^9)
2 . - 1
with %_ meaning the sum goes over states in and
the sum goes over states outside ^  • (In both cases the states
are microstates). This inequality opens up the possibility of
fr; / ^
(*) This expression being X e .v .^  ^  G..v.^ the
1 1 ] i] ]
sum going over the microscopic states in and G. .
given by '^ ij ^  ”ki®i  ^ '> >
stands for the r-th eigenvalue of such equation .
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1(0)
relating to the nucléation rate as calculated by^means
of the Becker-Dfiring set of equations.
Section 11. CAPDCACCIA.CASSANDRG, OLIVIERI. A DISCREET MODEL. 
CASSANDRO, OLIVIERI. A CONTINUOUS MODEL.
The contribution of Capocaccia, Cassandro and Olivieri 
. (CCO in what follows) is a sequel to the work done by Penrose 
and Lebowitz. Adapting the same three properties MP 1,11,111 
given at the beginning of the introduct. they were able to prove 
the existence of metastable states in a special case of the 
Ising model and later on Cassandro and O l i v i e r i ( C O  from 
now on) showed that this also happens in a continuous model.
To apprehend the importance of what follows it is neces­
sary to keep in mind the result by Lanford and Ruelle 
stating the impossibility of an analytic continuation of the 
equilibrium state to the metastable region in the case of 
short range forces.
The main point of the CCO and CO work is that in 
both cases -hey were dealing with short range interactions 
whereas in the Van der Waals-Maxwell treatement of the liquid- 
vapor transition the forces^responsible for the appearence of 
the phase transition wsre of the long range type.
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CCO considered a two-dimensional Ising spin system,with
(♦)
nn interactions and assumed the dynamics of the system was 
that of a markovian process.
The system is confined to a finite box /{ with bound­
ary conditions given by the spin configurations ^  outside//. 
The energy of the spin configuration X  inside A is
 ^ ' z  Î.Z
where and ^  is the external magnetic field.
The properties of the system can be described in terms 
of the infinite volumen limit of the spin correlation functions 
<[ C7^ %  , and the free energy F CA, h, y/, . The expres-
sions for these quantities in the finite system case are
y  A G  Y  y
' 4----   — ---------—  Œ
z  >- /3 c
f (f, '«’,// 5 )- I'h^i) ''-Y = ( % /I f )
( a . 27)
The configurations of the system were described in terms 
of contours, this technique having been developped by Minlos 
and Sinai ^ ^^  ^ .
(*) nn meaning all the particles interact with each other.
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bet a configuration cr 6 /"'Mj be given. By drawing a 
segment perpendicular to the centre of each bond having 
spins of opposite signs at its extreme lines can be formed, 
these lines separating regions where the spins are positive 
from regions where the spins are negative. In two dimensions 
and with fixed + or - ^boundary conditions all the lines form 
closed plygons and it is proven that under this conditions the 
set of non interacting polygonals (or contours) separating 
opposite spins spécifié a spin configuration that is unique.
Since these contours are a good analogy to a droplet
they provide a nice physical image of what is happening in the
system, and even more, the outer contours correlation functions
obey a set of integral equations like those used by Kirkwood 
(15)
and Salsburg (see Apendix ) , hence the importance of
this description.
By outer contours we are refering to those contours
not enclosed by other contours. The probability of finding a
family of outer contours (ie. the outer contours distribution 
functions) is given by^^^'^B)
^ (JL.2?)
with
(*) + (or -) boundary conditions means that all the spin:
outside /f which are nearest neighbors to spins in 
are positive (or negative).
.Zi. .
yU(A,h)
— /3 j ! y ] - /3\À f ^  (y ) / -
= «e. y  (. y, h)
■I ' y. - <'•') '
I i'I is the length of the contour <f . f is the partition 
function for the region enclosed by cf^ and - (or +)
stands for the type of boundary conditions. The primed sum 
runs over all the contours compatible with JYy .. -,
Minlos and Sinai^^^ ^ proved that for  ^, pE> p** >
(where is the critical temperature) there is a unique
function over the families of compatible outer contours such 
that holds and the following can be proved to follow:
i) f, /„) is analytic in and 4 if h r °
4i) {y,...2n) < 2  , / y  / j
y, ^  £■-/ n
cYf)-(fi-y") L 2,. / y V  9^ w,
r / ,■/ ' Gcyy cA
Aa " j Y.
...
The spin correlation functions (expressed as sums of
Contour correlation functions) can therefore be proven to
converge uniformely as y j o o  and their analyticy properties
(15)can be derived by standaid methods .
In connection with the droplet model it is seen from
' V v
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ii) of the preceding page that large contours are improbable 
if /3J is large, so that among the possible configurations 
in the grand canonical enesmble with + boundary conditions 
and k>/0 the most likely to appear, if is large, are
those with a large majority of + spins and small and rare 
"islands" of negative spins.
In order to define the metastable states it is necessary
to eliminate the configurations associated with large contours
ie. having big "droplets".
Let be an integer and define to be the sub­
set ot P  given by
r: v L ' A A r ]  ' ( i . z n
-   .....
with the spin configuration X  . & is arbitrary until now
but the metastability requirement will provide a criterion for 
choosing it.
In accordance with the method deviced by PL we consider
the state defined by the probability distribution
r fL eAf (f) A  (re ■
p. ) . ,, , (I-.30)
/ o orhtroJ! sY .
where /c is a normalization constant. fs
By introducing the outer contours correlation functions
~^A h for any set .. • . , ^ of compatible outer contours
in /I such that / (P f J'Y / / ^ C 2
. , rz/2(Zc,h) z  jtstyr) i< A  z z
/,'? —    ;---- — — --—  ;----
S Y  C/^'4) : (z.sjj
where- ■' , .
A  (0, y  = Z  ■ TT  ^ (II,h)
it was possible to prove the existence of ,and that for
/3 7 y6 y pc » ^  ^ and C? V (pJ - / with ^ ^  X?
the following properties hold:
f )=^ c> Ap such that / ^P) } >C
ii) ° f '' r y , j. f ^ X  V
V  , y  -‘xfc- /"l'y
Lir^ X j y y  ^ <zc/3.A)
/f A  '
Where is the characteristic function for the
outer contour P  and ^ P) = o for any set VJ^ /.
y//  > <50
c
H i  -f, fir,.....Hi / .<
Where
and B ip,- as Ij o ^ (>^ ?o ±f A(pj- 2 A
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We can see that these properties reproduce those satis­
fied by the contour correlation functions in the equilibrium 
case. A point to notice is that by considering any sequence of 
such that «=> as k-^ o , we get f^^'f as X o
(provided c{:^ zl>7 ) and therefore it is impossible to define,
on purely static grounds, a unique sequence of states approach— 
f^g the equilibrium state as Ij—^  O since there are a large num­
ber of such sequences exhibiting the property. In contrast with 
the Van der Waals-Maxwell theory where the isotherm in the me— 
testable region was the analytic continuation of the equilibrium 
isotherm, in the case of short range forces a less defined pre— 
scription is achieved.
CCO proved the following theorem which summarize the 
properties of the restricted ensemble. Given an Ising 
spin system with nn interactions of strength ^  Y> o and ex­
ternal magnetic field ^ < t? , contained in a box A  with 
"h boundary conditions, call the spin configuration
subset defined in Ip • 2f) and let S y be the state defined 
by the probability distribution (j/. 2 o) .
t
ff %  c r X/Y? V  is the par tition function sum over XYH
C (*)
A , 4 t — A the related spin correlation functions
when 3 > 2. A   ^ P  C 0 2 C]/ then
/ . /J -
(*) The limit of the magnetization can be expressed as
= ,+ y y  - A -with the
C c ( \
f^ I and / meaning we yvce restricted to
h. h A h
configurations where / 0(y)l< C* for all iy\
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a) The following limits exist and are finite
F  = 4 z  ^  r/, ^  j
■ /f ■‘*0, .
//--I . < < ^ X y
/I —9 °0
b) The infinite volume correlation functions have clus­
ter properties .
c) The central limit theorem holds for the magnetization 
and the energy.
d) Consider a sequence of cA such that as h ~9 o~
(and c /4/ JX (2^ 2 - 2 Zt U ) then
f   ^ : '‘X- ,
/(-H < ^  y  = .
I7 ~y ^    -.  ■ '   - - " ' —
where < ^   ^ and F Cp^o) slto t.h.e corresponding
quantities at equilibrium.
e) If ZJ^M, h) is the partition function over the full 
equilibrium ensemble, the following limit holds
Y z 4 ;
/J —9 «0
with respect to the dynamical properties of the state 
defined by it was assumed that the time evolution was
governed by the master equation
r ; A ~ ^ ' œ ti
Y’i ■■t t (I.3Z)
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where ^ Y/) is the probability distribution over the con­
figuration in X at time P , l/U/ ( SP) (T) is the transition
probability from configuration to F  * detailed balance
■ - / ■
was assumed and also the existence, for any pair ^ and 2 »
of a sequence - of conf igurations such that
cr's (T O'' and W a A, ÇA / O , /= ^
The "escape rate" A (A) was defined as
' Ji
■ An argument based in Liouiville's theorem shows that
/} Le>) ? X Xf) P then with the help of this result the follow-
ing theorem was proved;
Assuming that the system is in the state S* a t  X-a 
then for any A t ^ YX/ XJ is monotonie decreasing and 
X A) is a monotonie increasing function of P . With
the escape rate J defined as in and with Z> > /j
C G P CpJ-  ^^  y » the following inequality holds;
_ (p J- Ç.I 3) Pc ■/- p  / h J c
/I: e
where '>Gp(p) is the equilibrium magnetization at ■= . and
F/ and Ff, are bounded positive functions-
It is seen that the escape rate can be made as small as
desired, hence providing the evidence for MPI I to be satisfied.
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These two theorems reproduce the phenomenology of a 
,metastable state. Both the static and dynamic properties of
s are coupled in a rigorous way and for a discrete system 
extension, for short range forces, of some of the 
results already known to hold in the long range forces case.
Cassandro and Olivieri ^  ^(CO) carried on this work and
studied a continuous model known as the Widom and Rowlinson 
m o d e l w h i c h  is a continuous model with two kinds of parti­
cles A and B having a hard core repulsion of range 1 be­
tween unlike—particles and no interaction between like—-particles 
The only parameters of the model are the activities % and 
and the characteristic distance Î .
This model can simulate a liquid—vapor transition by 
taking the B particles to be invisible and besides, this is 
the only short range force continuous model for which a phase 
transition has been rigorously proved to exist.
Once again Minlos and Sinai's r e s u l t s w i t h  the con- i
tours description proved their usefulness. To this effect the 1
construction of R u e l l e was taken as the starting point: I
Let A be a box containing a square lattice of d A d 
squares with d=î/g the diagonal of a 3d x 3d square)
The number of squares will then be given by N = Ja j (d x d)
The boundary condition being that the strip composed by the
four squares adjacent to the boundary of /] cannot con­
tain b particles (A-boundary conditions) . Now, by shading
■ -   ^ Y
all the 3d x 3d squares centered on the little squares contain­
ing at least one B particle and by taking the union of these 
shaded areas, the boundary of such union will be a polygon of 
various edges "self avoiding" closed contours. By considering 
only the outer ones a chain (? is defined as the smallest set 
of outer contours such that if two outer contours have a dis­
tance less than 81/^^ they belong to the same chain. As in 
the preceding cases, two chains will be said to be compatible 
if they can appear in the same configuration as disjoint chains
In terms of chains the grand canonical partition func­
tion can be written as^^^^
where the primed sum goes over all the collections 
of compatible chains in A is the disconnected region 
with (P as boundary and ê will be plus the strip
containing all the squares at a distance less than 1 from the 
little squares internal to the outer contours belonging to C ,
^  the partition sum over all the A B con-
figurations in A) it) compatible with the presence of the chain 
(2 . PF is the partition sum of a free gas of A par-
- . ^  o
tides.
The m-chain correlation function reads
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f  a,,..., u  h  YS r/.V Z A i ' .■■ X  ( - -^G
and it is proven that when ~ Z„ = Z  is large enough
Y : I  , Y'  Y y   ^ ■
where A~ 2^ /  ^ showing a result similar to the one obtained 
in the discreet case . long chains (contours in the previous 
case) are not likely to appear in the high activity region.
The functions ^ A ) also satisfy a set of
integral equations like those of Kirkwood and Salzburg allow­
ing us therefore to prove, for values of %  high enough, the 
analyticity and cluster properties together with its conver - 
gence in yj  ^^
In order to discriminate configurations associated to 
chains of a given size the procedure is the same as in the dis­
crete case treated by CCO. The region is defined as
P  = -j Tjf ; I 9 CO J A qI g J ] Z.2>7
where is the collection of outer contours associated to
the A-B particle conf iguration and  ^^ is a constant
that will be determined later by the metastability requirements 
CO proved that in order to have an image typical of an A-rich 
phase, with sufficiently high, then has an upper
bound given by  ^ A ‘/j^ /? - .) Xlt
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Then a state is defined as
j . i '. jT.Sf
't/I 7^" I 0
Rephrasing known arguments leads the "escape rate" to 
be defined as
^  J i  1 /  f - t
Then a suitable mathematical definition of "critical
boundary" is given, roughly meaning the set of segments such
that if a B particle crosses one of them, the resulting con-
rr
figuration belongs no more to 'M
Let be the following event: a B particle is ap­
proaching a given segment at a distance less than «Af
times its component 1 of velocity perpendicular to ^ . And
let ^  stand for the event : at time zero the configuration 
of the system has a non empty critical boundary containin L,
With this in hand f was given by
P(Jt)= froL D {fV) T. -fO
1^0
where is the joint probability of B.^  and
evaluated in the restricted ensemble and Q  is the set of all 
^  j in y| that can be crossed by a B particle.
is the contribution to CJi:) of all sort of events
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involving more than one particle.
where
An upper bound to is found to be
■ / !  <  &  f Z j / Z g )  f  ' / % . / / ;
G  .
T/- ^
/; ' '4'' A-"f/Z/i )
From (iL.E-j) it is seen that the bound decreases expo­
nentially in J.^  when h. is small enough showing that when 
% /P and are high and at the same time close enough,
the escape rate can be made very small.
C H A PT E R  1 1 1 .  C L U S T E R  D I S T R I B U T I O N S .  T H E  R E P L A C E M E N T  F A C T O R .  
I n t  r o d u c t i o n .
The main purpose of this chapter is to obtain, for a 
continuous classical system, an approximation to the expected 
number of N-particle clusters m^ which will be formally iden­
tical to expression This approximation was essential to
obtain, in the discrete case to which  ^ applies, a rigorous
— y3 A.
version of the Boltzmann-factor approximation e to m^ ^
normally used in nucléation theory.
Since clusters play a vital role in the obtention of an 
expression for m^ in our classical system, we begin the chap­
ter with the definitions of what our continuous classical sys­
tem is and then we proceed to define clusters in terms of the 
elements forming our system. Since any finite or infinite con­
figuration of particles corresponds to a distribution of clus­
ters then we can expect that something like a grand canonical 
cluster distribution can be obteined by starting from the grand 
canonical particle distribution on a bounded region. This is 
done in Sections 2 and 4 . Inmediately we find upper and 
lower bounds to the log of the distribution function. These
bounds are then used to obtain an approximation to m .N
In the last section we reproduce for a continuous model 
the result obtained by Penrose and Lebowitz for a lattice gas. 
This result states that if the replacement factor ^  is made 
equal to m then m^ is'in agreement with the approximation
to ra used in nucléation theory. This result suggest that at
- 1 nlow densities m is a good approximation to I
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T h e  p a r t i c l e  s p a c e .
■ /
Let ^ be the d -dimensional Euclidean, space IK.
and the (T*-field of Borel sets in S . In addition,
P  will stand for all the bounded ^  S . A measure (a
Lebesgue measure is sufficient for the problem under consider­
ation) is defined on ( S' , 0^ ) with the specification that
( i'x] }= i5> f or all X e T .
T h e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  s p a c e .
In order to define this space a counting measure (in 
general it can be an integer valued Radon measure on ( S , O- )) 
is introduced, this being expressed through the formula
^  (a ) = c«,c/ \ X e a  ] (/i P) 2E . /
since the configurations of interest are those (with 
particles being indistinguisible) that are locally finite, ie. 
the number of particles in /j is finite, then the configu­
ration space y2 will be taken to be
= -j oJ c 5 : (/i) <  ^  K  ^Ej
with CO (à ) as in {ïï[ •/} • Here to stands both for the con­
figuration on /] and the counting measure. The context will 
make plain which meaning is being used.
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States on PL
A probability measure on (-/I , ) is called a
state. As usual, P' is the Cr-algebra of subsets of . In 
our case the probability measure used is the one corresponding 
to the grand canonical distribution, ‘ .
The particle interaction. •
o
Let be the configuration space resticted to A
with the "o" symbol meaning V(<>)= o . By interaction potential 
will be understood a measurable function 1/ on £1^ = {J 
such that the following requirements are satisfied
VI Stability.
There exists a constant G 3  ^ such that
V  ^  ^  ^  V  CaJ X~L
V 2 Finiteness.
There are a norm (I • (| on S such that £ S I ^ 1/ j 
is convex and a constant T such that < -x)
if and only if caj é , where jQ. 7 jw e : I) I > f, y t
When Y->o the interaction potential \f is called 
a hard core potential and for simplicity the par­
ticles are supposed to be balls of radius
V 3 Finite range.
There exists K>o such that for all co eiT and 
all 6 G such that w  e LX.^  we have
j \/\
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whenever A  ^ P
In here yj = A (/ c) A ^A is the set of all
v:€S\ y\ whose euclidean distance from /I is not 
greaterthan I? , In other words, one particle in­
teracts with another if and only if the distance 
between them is less than
According to the case under consideration l/ will be 
9 ^ven in terms of a pair potential, meaning there is a measur­
able symmetric function d on a S such that for all ^ ^
VCu))= -j ~ 1 Zi (.ip-'Jii)
is assumed to have the properties
i) £  ~ z for some constant
ii) ÿ(- -) < for all Xt S under consideration in V2
iii) There exists R >o with é>Cx) = a for )x | >
CLUSTERS
The concept of clusters arises naturally from the visu­
alization of the system of particles as subdivided into sets 
which at a certain instant of time have a precise localization 
in space. Generally speaking this spatial distribution is going 
to determine the strength of the interaction between particles 
thus providing a criterion for how to choose the most probable 
configurations. Furthermore, sometimes attention is directed
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to particular regions of space hence the importance of obtain- 
ing the information required by means of the objects in a ve- 
cinity of the region in question. This kind of situation ap­
pears in the case of finite range potential where the concept 
of cluster can be inmediately introduced. More precisely, a 
set of particles is said to constitute a cluster if the graph 
obtained by joining interacting particles is connected.In this 
case being "connected" means:
a) that none of the particles forming a cluster is a 
nearest neighbor of a particle associated to another 
cluster and .
b) if the cluster is split into two subsets A and B 
then at least one of the particles of A (or B) is a 
nearest neighbor of a particle of B (or A), ie. 
if the distance of at least one particle of one set 
from a particle of the other set is less then ^  .
This definition is capable of more than one exact math­
ematical expression (Penrose and Lebowitz^^ , Murmann^^^V , 
Cassandro et R u e l l e Minlos and S i n a i ,
(37 59)
Mayer ) .. The choise of a particular definition is de­
pendent on what the model is and what sort of formula is most 
suitable to our purposes. In a way that that resembles the 
construction of the Mayer e x p a n s i o n ^ , cluster functions 
will be defined and in terms of such functions the physical
clusters will be given. Since every finite or infinite parti-
\ ■
cle configuration corresponds to a distribution of clusters 
therefore it seems reasonable to expect that something like
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a grand canonical cluster distribution can be derived by star­
ting from the grand canonical particle distribution in a bound­
ed region. This will prove to be the case if a suitably de­
fined measure and cluster's hard core potential are introduced.
Let the cluster function mentioned in the above
paragraph. As its name suggests it is an indicator function . 
However, this is not enough to provide a workable expression 
for A- and since the presence or absence of a cluster is ul­
timately determined by the manner the particles are distributed 
in space one expects that in order to define A  one should 
resort explicitly to the particle distribution. To this end 
K ; S X S ( O  , lj be given by
/ for /x-y/>R.
O oilicrcoi SC.
where  ^  ^ 6 S' and ■ is a constant. This will per­
mit us to handle the case of more than two particles. This is 
done by generalizing the notation in to
 ^cx//..., = /T (JR.3)
with y ^ s . This function h takes
the value 1 when the particles occupying the positions la­
beled with the X'j are separated by a distance no less than 
^  from all the particles at the positions labeled with the 
- If this is not the case then h equals 0. This hap­
pens to be the same function h used in the Mayer expansion.
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No problem should ariose in distinguishing the h on the left 
hand side of the equation and whose domain of definition is 
Çx....xS from the K on the right-hand side.
'---------V----------- ' •
Finally, the cluster function A. * is defined
for any X,^  , X^ 6 co to read
G ^ J
where is the set, of all connected graphs G- with ver­
tices A . Z
This gives a way of introducing the space of clusters 
ie. the space of the ^-particle clusters. In terms of 
/\ it is expressed as
ZP — j ( X, ^ . ;X^  ) . ^ -C~L
In addition, if by ^  we denote the space of all clus 
ters then
I=! '
where ^  denotes the topological sum of the ^  ^
/=/ ^
The aim in introducing clusters is to try to select 
sets of particles with the property that elements of one set 
will only interact with the other elements of the same set, 
thus implying clusters can be pictured as particle-like sets
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and, if the fugacity is small enough (hence the density is also 
small)then the system will look like a "gas" of clusters whose 
only interaction is one preventing the overlapping of clusters. 
The formalization of this picture can be done again through 
an exclusion function l-f in analogy to the introduced
before. .
be the space of all finite cluster config
M-O ^
urations and E/ : { Z p  j o,/? be defined as
Hj^ = i
H  [ ■ ■ >y'n), ijtj.. ^ X w, {UL-i)
where y  ^ is the empty cluster configuration associated 
to the empty particle configuration.If clusters are designated 
by capital letters % , , % 2  ,- -
This amounts to thinking about 7/ as related to a hard core 
potential which is part of the interaction between clusters.
CLUSTER DISTRIBUTION
The first problem encountered in attempting to describe
the behaviour of the system of clusters is the specification
.
of the partition function which Will deal with such objects. 
Due to the correspondence between particle and cluster con-
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figurations it is natural to expect that by means of suitable 
definitions relating particles and clusters, the distributions 
for the later can be derived from the distributions of the 
former.
Before going "any further with the distribution functions
some additional definitions seem pertinent.
-
Every finite set i G , - - ;  ^j of non-negative in­
tegers will be used as an abbreviation for A  ( X /   ^ ) so
that afterwards it will read
Once the particles are subdivided into clusters the 
following relation holds
A'j- A(K)--- A ^ (MO)
fc ! /6 (■'< A
where X  is a sum over all ordered partitions
of ] I,--■ j Â] into an arbitrary number of disjoint non-empty 
subsets. In other words, equation (UL. C) is a sum over all pos­
sible ways of forming clusters by means of arbitrarily parti­
tioning the set of particles in the system. The / appearing 
in the equation is to avoid repetitions of those partitions 
of j Ij ....  ^ k J for which the £  ^ clusters have only been 
re-labelled.
Each one one of the terms of the sum corresponds to a
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possible cluster configuration, therefore it is valid to 
write
where * is the function defined in lÜAj ie. stands
for the number of particles in the cluster .
For the interaction energy Z  of the system a similar
. . .
relation holds:
V  ( ,..., A A ‘ V- j
This result comes from the fact that pairs of particles 
contribute to the energy only if both particles belong to the 
same cluster. Now we can proceed to study the grand canonical 
distribution function.
Let /I € /3 A A  (ie. A is a bounded Borel set) 
as usual is the inverse temperature parameter and Z > o is
. . /^ /xrthe activity expressed as e - Then the grand canonical
/— > /
partition function is given as
S  /...J.
(^ Al.9)
Froia (//I A) and {TJi^ P we get
\)if, {-f > v E ' ” b T' 4 j /(<>',)]••• ûf.t;,)
X 7T , r j
n:< U K  ^
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which if substituted ivi gives
yc, A  X ... X A C ^ x j - ^ x p 7 T
■ {Hl-/‘>]
bhe sake of clarity lets write co C cR-,) = / so that
Z 0^ I is still the number of particles in the cluster • With 
this notation and since the way >? particles can be separated
into k sites is lKI['  eqn. f W./oJ is trans-
formed into
(/! z \ y =  /-/ £  z" /... L  oJy,...Jx, ex.f i-fivO’,)) X
' 'r / //,//
4 exyP (4)j T  h cr,-; rj )
iZfc/l k.
and then
zz f/z / ; = t-f- x °  J . . - L „  ^ A I E  ^xf]-fiVcr,)]n'^K;^^)J:z
u-_/ j->r r}-j iy,/i V
^  ^ ex? j  7T jy. (mJ./j)
n K ^ c ici i f
where ^ J C stands for the c/x corresponding to the parti­
cles in cluster and the prime on the sum indicates that
it only extends over ordered partitions of
Consider now a measure yCf def ined on ^ by 
ct,,... .. r ! cz'^ -à cz-‘,x,,... j\) Ç fi y( x,^... . ) J y_^
(m.n)
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and the set AI  ^= = X / j ' è À c - ij ^ VJ
♦ .
Rewriting the last expression for ^  in terms
of eqn ^Jl) we ge-t
= z“ PC'L..f, p ( (X,}.--- ^ cyj
M - o A •
where H is as in eqn. [mJ .£] and eqn. (iLl--S) and for ev­
ery Borel set /I é £ / (2? is defined by
v;-- £  k E  j / - K X r - Z P A ^ ^ c < '
Inasmuch as eqn . /Jy* resembles a grand canonical par­
tition function for non-overlaping clusters it can be used to 
set the probability distribution for clusters. There is some 
ambiguity in the choice of the probability measure on £
/i- ^
as a cluster distribution; this is due to the different man­
ner of labelling the clusters for each fixed particle configu- 
ration. Following Mürmann^^^^ we take
) 'JyUt / ) • • • k )
0  (A*.
which formally is a grand canonical distribution, the only 
thing done being the replacement of the Lebesgue measure by 
the measure y and the introduction of the hard-core poten­
tial of cluster configurations.
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The validity of the formula is restricted to small 
small enough value of ^  where the radius of convergence 
of (being a power series in z. . See M ü r m a n n ) does
not depend on /\ and is strictly positive.
AN UPPER BOUND TO (oc
Having shown how a grand canonical cluster distribution 
can be constructed we turn back to eqn. and redefine
terms in a way more suitable to our purposes.
Let A. be
yL = f  . (  ^ C XV A  y  V IX}) ^J - ' • À'0 A — -----   '
Substituting eqn. Ill./i in eqn. UL £l we obtain 
s  4  „  Z  Z -  ;  A - '  y u y .
Ur))
with the sum y  going over allutrdered partitions of n 
particles and . going over all ordered partitions that
can be made with an arbritary number of disjoint subsets and
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arbitrary number of particles. The "1" in the sum corresponds
to the case when no clusters are present.
Since all the terms in the sum are positive, an upper
bound to (Ay is given by
Our interest will be centered around an expression in­
volving the thermodynamic potential corresponding to f£/'Ay~/A) 
and upper bounds to this potential can be found by using the 
above inequality. Hence
/ / ,  ^ / ). f / o y
foj iZy A  ^
If we group this series according to the size of the 
cluster we get
" " "  Z ' U t -  (M-Jy)
Let be defined as
4 ^ =  P m  A  ^A/
U y^ € A
and let us assume ^rJ exists in our case. This is a plausi­
ble assumption when /A I is large enough compared to /V,since 
in this case each cluster in the sum is congruent
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under translations to approximately lAj other clusters. In 
other words 'Z.^(A,p) is approximately proportional to //// ,
Thus defined the can be interpreted as the internal parti-
tion function for clusters of A/ particles. A point worth men­
tioning is that the limit that defines Q^ j is reached from 
below. This can be seen in eqn f]]L .17) : by putting together two
regions of size /yf/ the number of clusters that can be found 
is more than twice the number of clusters in a region of size 
jAj . This is due to the fact that in the region of size A/t]
besides the clusters appearing in the region ,.A there will
be new ones that can be formed through the union surface of
the regions where two clusters of smaller size will join for­
ming clusters of the desired size. So we get
and in the same way it can be seen that if the sequence i C A]
is taken the limit is approached from below and < Qfj
///
• By combining {H.. I i-) . jf), and j we obtain :
h'm ±  ioc, Zj {xOifi} ^ 2. Y  y  7 - Y  Q,,
4) (lary yl)pl ■ (rj £  Ôj
le. Y  /_ £  (22^ fi) < X  ror. /f/
A) lA! /  Ml
with A/ standing for the number / /
Hence, if Z is small enough for the series -<1 ^
-
to converge then this series provides an upper bound on 
[lar^ i a ) /// O  r ) ie. on £  times the pressure. This re­
sult will permit us to find an upper bound to the probability 
P  (P ) that the cluster C is present in the system.
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AN UPPER BOUND ON
The -point correlation function ^ (X ^
is defined as the•probability density (with respect to Lebes­
gue measure) for finding Z different particles at pres­
cribed positions X/^ .  ^yi and is given by
-  Y  " W - A
fl
and therefore the probability density for finding an ^/-parti­
cle cluster, with the Z, particles at prescribed positions is
...
X ( A-1i‘-yfj) tj j
OO ■ ■ ■
and since Z  f. .. J jj (Xi,--i~Xy) Z X ^  ^ ^
Z j Y, Y/g ;
it follows that
nl yC ; > ./3 UCX,,..y%j)
^ J'.
Now, let ' CC) stand for the probability that cluster 
/  is present in the system and P(^C) for the probabili- 
ty that cluster C is not present..
Given a configuration in which cluster d is present 
the removal of this cluster will leave us. with a configuration 
with a probability greater than the original by the factor
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I... A  Jx,... o/x,
le.
)cJ
P  ) >^  [  C-- L  C  Zx,...rXy] PC
jd
Adding [ J  1 p i ^  cj
M to both-sides
of this equation will produce
and since e; y / then
therefore
r <~c) y ,  J’- Z ^  .•'>'•■■ *'v
,y :...,. ir'
and it follows that
/ - (X'xy
/>„; ,< z y j î E z P l L  ^ l l p p - y
thus giving us an upper bound to p(o] , namely
pcr) i /.., 7  A  A,... A ,  <
/  / . . A  ...
(2U..PI)
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where in the last inequality we made use of eqn. (717.2 0)
Now we can move to show that the expected number of
a/-particle clusters per unit volume, denoted by ,has an
upper bound.
By definition
/  Z  (211. 7 2)
SO that by using the inequality (/T7. i’/J
/At ruypAj ' " 'Aj rori-.M •'•■•A; a//
M l  K - t y p o  A/
= d  O 2
In short
-ro^< 4>a/ im.23)
LOWER BOUNDS ON m
N
Lebowitz and P e n r o s e d e r i v e d  a lower bound for 
in the case of a lattice gas with attractive potential of fi­
nite range. This lower bound had the general form
tE  Q L ! -h à U/) <
A/
This result suggested that a similar inequality could 
be proved in the continues case we are dealing with.
To show this is also valid in our case we start from the 
the expression for the probability of having A/ particles 
forming a cluster, ie.' from
P C r \ ^  j
/ W e .
» 06 2^ f f -(3 U (y-f.... )
/ { 7/ L - U  ^  J X y
{ m y z )
Ac) tell us that
the expression in brackets is the partition function for the
system enclosed in the volume /[ minus the volume occupied
by the cluster which we shall denote by (the // correspond-
' /
ing to the number of particles constituting the cluster). In 
other words, we are talking about y Z, ^  j
Eqn. can now be written as
^  = i A- f} / ' ^
C/ (ry-j /i)
The quotient — ------- ^----  equals the probability (in
the grand canonical ensemble on /] ) that all the volume U
A/
is empty.'
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In order to obtain lower bounds similar to those by Le- 
bowitz and Penrose (30) we subdivide- the volume into cubes
with characteristic length cd . This lenth can be taken as 
small as we please so that in the limit when the number of cubes 
tends to infinity o< will tend to zero.The regions of 
not contained in any of the cubes -near the borders of 1^ /
in this limit will also vanish.
.
As in the discrete case (where a lattice was used) we 
define a function which for a given configuration takes
on the value 1 if the cube contains particles and the
value 0 If there are no particles inside . In this case
particles are taken as points and therefore situations where 
a particle falls in the frontier between two cubes will be 
highly improbable.
The characteristic function of the event that all the
cubes contain no particles is Ç  ^ ) whero
_  /Y3 Where
^  ' ■ y /&} and yp is the number of cubes into which
was subdivided.
The probability that all the volume is empty will be
^ ' and will be equal to the correspond­
ing expression, when the- limit //»—> oo is taken.
Since .7- H. 7]'
 ^ ( Z . : z c )
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and if we take the limit when the becomes an
integral (in the sense of a Riemann integral), the volumes
go to zero and the function . becomes a function of posi-
- i
tion ^(k) defined as
{ 1 if threre is a particle at the point Î6 0 if not
Expression takes the form
j  fcx)Jz.
since in this case is the particle density.
Using this result in (j//,2S) we get 
^  ^ • X( 4 ■ • V M  e " ^  | X
^ 7- jT ffxj j y )
N
If f^(£) is constant in ZT^  r fcic)Jy becomes 0  Vfj J .
Tf fix) is not constant we can take /f <^ 2^ j and
therefore f fa)àr >. £ f  IT - Defining P(^ ) as
j? constant in l£j
[frnozx if f(%) is not constant in 2/^
we obtain for Av/
^  ^ I i-- e/x^Jx
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which is the same as
. ^  ^  X / - sr. zr
That we can, get a lower hound on in a conseguenc
Oh the above inequality, from the definition of we see t,
Proceeding again as in (Y./7j we obtain
A^/ / ^ Z. CpJ ( M .  zrj
y\ jy }= r\f J A I
so that,by combining 3 j and shown to be
bounded by
r-.irlM jjjj X >-)^  s o
th. „ p . „ . a  ...... ........ ... .. ........
mated by
AJ ( M .  3o)
«1.1 ... . ......... ... ............
»" Obt.l.., by ... l.bo.lb."») . .......
gas. . ...
■'  ■- 55,
THE r e p l a c e m e n t  F A CT OR .
Let Tfj stand for the internal free energy of a clus
ter of A/" particles. Then and will be related
by
Y ?  A / .  = j- /3
and hence can be expressed as
■^A/ ~  (- fi> F,j )
\-d C'y- AIkT
The quantity ^  ^  ^e int,
(22T. 3/;
/3  J v-'Cixi oe interpreted as the
■particle clusters 
are substituted by a V-particle cluster.
free energy change occurring if aJ single-parti
In nucléation theory the formula
' . A J f £ £ ‘' ' ' E s
is accepted as a good approximation. In here f is the equi-
Irbrium bulk free energy per particle for the dense phase, S is
proportional to the surface tension and V ia the number of 
dimensions .
Another formula normally used in nucléation t h e o r y  i s
- V .  ( m .  w
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where has the same meaning as before. 1/1/^ is defined by
^A/ ^  -/^ V ) -A ''s
With and the chemical potentials of the cluster
and of the vapor. can be seen as an approximation to the
reversible work required to form an A/-particle cluster. ^ 
stands for the Replacement f a c t o r " (82,83,84) 4s a quan­
tity introduced to allow "for the differences of definition 
between the partition function of a cluster on the one hand 
and a portion of bulk liquid on the other".
The use of these approximations has not been rigorously 
justified in general, most of the work having been done on 
discrets systems. Fisher and Caginalp(85) justified th^ use
for the thermodynamic free energy of an A/-parti- 
cle system on a lattice with a number of sites increasing in 
proportion to A/ but this result was not carried on to in­
clude the case where is the cluster free energy.
Penrose and Lebowitz made and = - /^ ÿZ in the
case of a lattice gas, this being an identification^that seems 
natural. Using these inequalities and eqn. reads
so that
' 3  epjo j ~/3 ( a / / ^  jf\J
where V was taken to be ^=3. Then they took the replace-
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ment factor to be
n  = yv/ C - Z "V
so that
PPens to be the same as the approximation suggested 
g rous theory if eqn, fe. 3 tJ ig used in eqn. .
I-oohing back to the continuous model we recall the ex
pression derived in /.r,..) which formally looks identical to 
the analogous equation obtained in the discret, case (see
Chapter XIK Since the relation between
not based on the model being used therefore we can extend the
validity Of the approximation .^.3/; .namely
%/ —  ^Z y P  j -y3 ( A'a; “ A/ /< / /ey
to the continuous case under consideration.
Assuming the validity of eqn. ("^7, ^nd „e
is reproduced and once again, if we take A
yyf' Cc^ z.-') .
then
i-fiCA/f-f. A/^s) J isr. 'SL)
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thus showing, in our state of knowledge, to what extent dis­
crete and continuous cases can be compared.
A most wellcomed feature of this treatement is the fact 
that in both the discrete and the continuous cases the same ap­
proximation can be made, by means of assigning the same value 
to P  , therefore giving support to the idea of identifying 
^ and
/
Unfortunately the rigorous theory for continuous sys­
tems is not well developed and much is still to be done in 
order to justify the use of the equations involved in obtain­
ing expression {J7J. 3&,L
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C O N C L U S I O N S .
After all the material reviewed the impression is that 
a massive work remains to be done. The name metastability applies 
to a phenomenon which is not entirely covered in any of the 
description's developed so far. This fact is made patent in the 
separation into analytic and dynamic aspects of metastability 
carried out in the first two chapters. The authors treat dif­
ferent aspects of metastabilit;y and it is not obvious in gener­
al how the different p r o b l e m s  arising in the description of 
metastable states can be included in the approaches described 
in this thesis.
The most complete works are those of Sewell and of Pen­
rose and Lebowitz and they have p r o v e d  to be fruitful in that 
many results have appeared afterwards bringing support to the 
ideas on which the works are based. Sewell relies heavily on 
the apparatus used in equilibrium statistical mechanics and on 
stability concepts; he introduces a classical model with a Van 
der Waals interaction in which the pressure for the metastable 
phase is the analytic continuation of the pressure for the 
stable phase. The presence of metastable states has been proved 
by the same author for the quantum case. But nevertheless in 
his approach he had to assume the existence of a suitable kine­
tic law governing the evolution in time of the system. On the 
other hand, Penrose and Lebowitz paid more attention to the ki­
netic aspects of metastability, a n d  using their definition of 
what a metastable state is and the B e c k e r - D O r i n g  set of equations 
they were able to provide upper bounds to the nucléation rate 
of clusters. If under ceratin values of the thermodynamic p a r a ­
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meters the number of clusters of a ceratin size can be main­
tained for a certain amount of time then the nucléation rate 
will give a measure of the "slow process" by which the system 
escapes from the metastable state. A restriction to this and 
all the other approaches is that there is no clear distinction 
of the "degree of metastability" of the system and, particular 
to this approach there was the assumption of dealing with a 
system at low densities and temperatures.
In the last chapter I was able to show, upder certain 
conditions, that the approximation for the number of clusters 
of size N obtained in a continuous model is formally the same 
as the one obtained by Penrose and Lebowitz for a lattice gas. 
This result makes more plausible the conjecture that, at least 
for small densities, the "replacement factor" can be approxi­
mated by the inverse of the number of clusters with just one 
particle. If we use this conjecture then the expression for
m is in agreement with the results of nucléation theory.
N
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APPENDI X A.  A MARKOV PROCESS AND EVOLUTION IN TI ME OF
THE STATE OF THE SYSTEm !^^^
Essentially Holley studied a classical lattice system 
where at each site of the lattice we have a particle in the 
up or down direction. The evolution in time was through a Mar­
kov process which can be described as follows: if at time t
the configuration is Xq, then the particle taken into con­
sideration reverses its spin some time during t f A t y with 
probability
where H is the energy of the system.
The main results obtained by Holley state that for all 
initial states the free energy is non-increasing and that it 
strictly decreases from any initial state which is shift in­
variant but not an equilibrium state. In addition the system 
converges weakly to the set of Gibbs distributions.
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A P P E N D I X  B.  KMS S T A T E S  AND G I B B S  S T A T E s f ^ ? )
A C*-dynamical system is a pair consisting of a C*-al- 
gebra and a one-parameter group of automor­
phisms of such that for each A ^ CZ , 0(^ 0, is continuous
in P  . In the following we assume that (X_ is separable 
and unital ( t^CX).
A state of CL_ is called an ( 0(, ,y3 ) -KMS state
(or simply a KMS state) if it satisfies the following condition
For every pair of elements of Æ. and of CL , there
exists a function of a complex variable Z defined
on the closed set
T = j 2 : Z. 6 Y Æ  »] j
such that
i) (z.) is bounded and continuous on J-^q ,
ii)  ^ 2^.) is holomorfic in the interior of (this
condition being empty for - <9 ) 
iii) the boundary values are given by
J^is condition was first introduced in quantum statis­
tical mechanics by Kubo, Martin and Schwinger as a condition 
satisfied by thermodynamic Green's functions and was first 
formulated in C*-algebra language by Haag, Hugenholtz and 
Winnink^^^) who called it the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger boundary
1 03
condition.
In statistical mechanics, describes the time devel­
opment of the system and the KMS condition is considered to be 
a condition characterizing the state of the system at thermal 
(with the absolute temperature 7^ /^  where A is the Blotzmann 
constant).
The importance of KMS states in relation to Gibbs states 
is seen in the following result:
Tf is the algebra of all Tjyn matrices ( v< ^  )
then there exists P  ^  Q. such that {c^)~ e CL C  ^aeC(. 
Then there is a unique ( ^ ) -KMS state and it is given by
the following Gibbs state:
G —  -/3 //
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APPENDIX C. CLUSTER EXPANSION.
The Mayer cluster expansion is a power series expressing 
the logarithm of the grand partition function for a finite vol­
ume A  as a power series in the fugacity Z •
Many systems of physical interest can be treated clas­
sically, A large class of such systems is described by a clas­
sical hamiltonian for N particles of the form
where F- is the momentum of the i-th particle and the poten­
tial of interaction between the i-th and the j-th particle is 
denoted by 2^ - c 7r(/ r. - ^  . Let stand for the parti­
tion function for a system occupying a volume /\ . Hence
If we denote by Aj the integral
s /  Z r  c/y (-
which is known as the configuration integral then 
can be expressed as
where is the thermal wavelength
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The grand partition function will now read
.2.,
//=a 1 ^  / hJ I
For potentials 3^V of a certain kind a method has 
been developed for the calculation for the configuration inte 
gral. This method consists in expanding the integrand in pow­
ers of ) — / J . This leads to the cluster expan­
sion of Ursell and Mayer which, for a dilute gas, goes as 
follows: let be defined as
e H A
o that now 2 ^  f/i/ fi) will appear as
A convenient way to enumerate all the terms in the ex­
pansion is to associate each term with a graph. By a graph we 
will understand the following:
An N-particle graph is a collection of N distinct 
circles numbered 1,2,...,N, with any number of lines joining 
the same number of distinct pairs of circles. If the distinct
pairs joined by lines are the pairs (Z , ^  ____, /) , then
the graph represents the term
. ■
,JAl
f  Z r  Lfp... p
A
appearing in the expansion C.1,
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With such a convention we can state that
'y (sum of all distinct N-particle graphs)
We define an ./-cluster to be an 2^-particle graph 
in which every circle is attached to at least one line and ev­
ery circle is joined directly or indirectly to all other 
circles. For example
We define a cluster integral ^  f p )  by
ji r ^ A
(sum of all possible -clusters)
In terms of we obtain that
À
with 7^ being the number of ^/-clusters; finally
and therefore
1/ A .
I
from which we obtain the equation of state in parametric form
1 07
with "^=
This is known as the cluster expansion for the equation 
of state.
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APPENDIX D. THE KlRKWOOD-SALSBURG EQUAT IONSÎ^^^
The Kirkwood-Salsburg equations form a linear inhomo- 
geneous system satisfied by the correlation functions 
where ^ (k)^ ~ jXyj) and yj is the volume occupied by
the system. The utility of these equations is that they pro­
vide a powerful tool for the study of the correlation functions 
at small activity. The K-S equations are expressed as
where is the characteristic function for the region Pt
and
with -X/ ) the interaction potential between parti­
cles c and . (Xj) yy^ ^  f stands for  ^yy? -/"
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